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MODULATION OF WIND GENERATED WAVES
BY LONG GRAVITY WAVES

By

Allan M. Feece, Jr«

December, 1976

Chairman: Omar K. Shemdin
Major Department: Civil Engineering

The cyclic short wave variations, phase related to the long wave

profile, that occur during active generation of the short wave field by

wind are investigated. Measurements consisting of wave slope time

series are made in a laboratory environment allowing the independent

generation of two scales of motion. The large scale, long wave motion

is developed mechanically with a 2.0 s period a-ad 0.06 radian maximutn

slope. The small scale, short wave motion occupies a broader spectral

region and is generated primarily by the action of the overlying air

flow. The v/ind speeds used are referenced as 4.4 m/s to 10.0 ra/s. The

short waves of particular interest are chosen to be those of 5.00 to

20.00 Hz due to the rapid responses expected as a result of strong air

sea and hydrodynamic coupling in that range.

Wave slope is measured locally, and continuously in time with a

device utilizing the phenomenon of optical refraction at the air sea

iater.tace as the basis for the detection of slope angle. It is found

that within the experimental bounds short wave slope energy exhibits a

cyclic variation along the long wave profile that is related to that

profile and characterized as a modulation. The observed variation is

ix



separable conceptually and practically into effects having two origins.

The first effect is the shift in short wave frequency brought about by

bodily advection of the short wave profile by flow underlying it associ-

ated with the long wave. The shifted frequency is found to be adequately

predicted by the linear conibinatioTi of the small scale free wave fre-

quency and the advection effect given by the product of short wave

wavenumber and underlying velocity. The modulation of frequency is

found to be an increasing function of free short wave frequency. Fre-

quency shifts vary from 40% to 126% of the free wave frequency, increas-

ing with free wave frequency and reference wind speed. For the long

wave investigated the peak to peak variation about the mean advected

frequency is 58% of that frequency for all wind speeds.

The second effect is that of small scale slope am.plitude modulation

brought about by straining against the long wave orbital flow and sub-

sequent relaxation through wave-wave interaction toward the mean value

of the energy. The peak to peak energy excursion of a variance element

in the wave slope spectrum is considered after removal of the frequency

modulation and is commonly found to be 100% of the mean value of the

energy. The magnitude of the excursion becomes smaller as short wave

frequency increases, and larger as wind speed increases. The experi-

mentally determined phase of the energy excursions, relative to the long

wave profile, place maximum values 45 to 180 ahead of the long wave

crest.

The behavior of the energy content of a variance element in the

short wave portion of the spectrum is characterized as a relaxation.

The relaxation behavior, due to wave-wave coupling, is introduced into

the Boltzraann transport equation to describe the evolution in space of

the short wave slope energy along the long wave profile. The following



assumptions are employed in the analysis: (1) The wave system is two

dimensional. (2) The short wave energy exists in a steady state over

the large scale of motion. (3) The local variations in short wave

energy are cyclic and related to the long wave horizontal orbital

velocity. (A) The long wave is sinusoidal. (5) The local short wave

frequency is given by the correct free wave frequency plus the linear

modification due to the underlying flow. (6) Atmospheric input produces

exponential wave growth. (7) Damping by nonconservative forces is

negligible. (3) Wave-wave coupling among the short waves produces a

relaxation type of energy drain from the disturbed energy values of a

variance element. The analysis yields results that fit the experimental

values well when the relaxation factor is taken to be a constant value

of 6.3. If the relaxation factor is allowed to vary from 1.57 to 15.7,

for any particular test and frequency the agreement between experiment

and theory for the amplitude modulation can generally be made exact.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I .A . The Need for the Study of High Frequericy Waves

An understanding of how short waves evolve during their life span

in time is essential to the advancement of two principle areas of

oceanographic research. The field of remote sensing of oceanic param-

eters is presently undergoing a period of intense development. In many

instances remote sensing is a function of short wave activity. From a

more theoretical standpoint short waves are critically related to the

study of the development ot an ocean wave spectrum.

The large extent of the ocean, combined with its rather inhospi-

table nature, has made it difficult to obtain a great density cf data

concerning its dynamic state. As a result, the predictions of temporal

and spatial distributions of surface waves have always contained consid-

erable uncertainty. Recently the tools developed for remote sensing

operations have been applied to problems of a geophysical nature.

Photographic, nonvisual optical, and microwave instruments are being

used for water wave detection. Groups associated with the technology oi

space flight are searching for new applications for space vehicles.

Combining the advanced sensing capabilities of remote sensors with the

ubiquitous platform provided by a space vehicle, could provide a remark-

ably efficient technique for monitoring the motion and local environment

of the ocean surface. Of special interest currently is the role air-

borne and spaceborne radar will fulfill in the re;mote sensing of



atmospheric and oceanic parameters. Radiation of radar frequencies

interacts with water waves of short wavelength through the mechanism of

Bragg 3cattering (Crombie, 1955). If the response of the short waves to

the wind and wave conditions were knovm, the wind and sea state could be

inferred from the radar return. This information has obvious scien-

tific, military, and commercial importance.

Short wave activity undoubtedly plays a major role in the develop-

ment of an ocean wave spectrum. Stewart (1961) indicated that wave

motion is probably the first line in the path of energy flux from the

air flow to the total water motion. Using data compiled from ocean wave

growth measurements, he demonstrated that the minimum contribution to

the total drag on the air flow due to the direct flux of energy to the

wave motion is at least 20%. This figure is probably quite lev; because

it did not consider the whole spectrum that existed, nor the dissipation

and flow of energy from the waves to the mean motion that occurred.

Stewart argued that since the flow of air over the interfiice is aero-

dynaiuicaily rough, or nearly so, the energy of the air flow that passes

to the water must go by way of the correlation product of the local

pressure and vertical surface velocity. The work done by normal stress-

es produces only irrotational motions. A wave motion must result, which

will, however, augment the surface drift current.

Short waves are suspected of being responsible for a conduction of

energy to longer waves by several mechanisms. Wave interaction theories

predict energy flows among groups of short waves, some of which are

longer than others. These theories will be mentioned in Chapter II.

Short waves can also create an energy flux to much longer waves by their

support of a variable wind stress. Lonquet-Higgins (1969a) demonstrated

that a fluctuating tangential stress at the free surface is dynamically



equivalent to a normal stress fluctuation lagging the tangential stress

by 90 . This results from a change in boundary layer thickness brought

about by the fluctuation in the tangential stress. In particular the

stress he worked with had a sinusoidal variation along the surface of a

sinusoidal long wave. Wu (1968) found experimentally that, at lovj wind

speeds at least, surface roughness is related to short wave size and

distribution. If the short waves were co vary cyclicly along a sinusoi-

dal long wave profile in such a manner that the wind shear reached a

maximum near the long wave crest, a nor-mal stress maximum would appear

on the rear face of the long wave crest. The correlation product of

this pressure with the local vertical surface velocity would lead to an

additional net inflow of energy to the long wave motion.

The response of short waves to the wind and sea is not entirely

clear. Pierson (1975) expressed the idea that wind speed dependence in

the overall mean spectra of short waves does exist. However, the idea

is not heavily supported by experimental evidence (Phillips, 1969). On

the otlier hand, evidence strongly indicates that the short wave motion

is not steady in a local mean sense, but may vary cyclicly with a longer

wave component and intermittently with coupling to the airflow. Fluc-

t'jations in the short wave energy related to the long wave motion were

noticed early in the study of waves, and were pointed out for the first

tiine by Fussell (1844). He noticed steepening of the short waves in the

neighborhood of the long wave crests. Dorman and Mollo-Christensen

(1972) made measurements of wave response to v/ind gusts, indicating that

there were bursts of momentum exchange between air and water motions

that exceeded the mean by a factor of 10 during generation.



I . B . Description and Scope of the Present VJork

The thrust of the present study is toward the investigation of

cyclic short wave energy changes, phase related to the long wave, that

occur during active generation of the short v/ave field by wind. To

accomplish this objective, experimental measurements of short wave slope

time series are made in a laboratory environment where the basic long

wave parameters can be controlled as desired and the wind speeds are

accurately reproducible. An instrument system, operating on the prin-

ciple of optical refraction at the air water interface, detects the

slope of the interface at a point without disrupting the flow. The

slope time series obtained in this manner are digitally analyzed so that

the energy present within a specified variance element of the slope

spectrum can be observed as a function of reference wind speed and phase

location along the long wave profile.

The short wave energy variations along the long vave, determined in

this manner, are used to verify a reasonable scheme for prediction of

the energy variations based on the Boltzmann transport equation of

Hamiltonian mechanics. Tne short wave frequency range identified as

being of particular interest is the band containing all frequencies from

5.00 to 20.00 Hz. Waves in this region tend to be very responsive.

That is, they are strongly coupled to the air flow so they exhibit rapid

growth rates, and they are strongly coupled to the water motion so they

exhibit short interaction times. Variance elements within this range

have energy densities that are observed to vary as a function of long

wave phase.



CHAPTER II

INVESTIGATIONS OF WAVES

AND ASSOCIATED ENERGY TRANSFERS

II. A. Transfer of Mechanical Energy to Waves Through the

Niles-Phillips Mechanism

While casually observing the motion of the ocean surface, one can

easily overlook the fact that what is occurring is actually the coupled

motion of two media in the region of their common boundary - the air sea

interface. The motions are exchanging energy in both directions across

the interface. During a wave generation situation, the Diotion of the

water is evolving in space and time because the net flux of energy

across the interface is from the air flow to the v/ater flow. Energy is

passed from the air to the water through the action of normal and tangen-

tial c-tresses (Kinsman, 1965). Pressure fluctuations at the interface

are capable of passing on energy in such a manner that irrotational

motion results. Irrotational analyses have been sho^TO to yield consid-

erable simplifications of and good approximations to the water wave

problem. For these reasons analytical approaches to the generation of

water waves have concentrated on energy flow associated with pressure

fluctuations.

Pressure fluctuations are available in the air flow under all

conditions to create and to feed the water wave motion. Eddies, passing

in the air flow, create local unsteadiness in the pressure regardless of

the shape of the water surface. Once the water surface has attained a



wave shape it forces a modification of the air flow streamlines, gener-

ating pressure fluctuations. So there are tv/o types of identifiable

pressure fluctuations. Based on these different pressure fluctuations,

two rather different mechanisms for wave generation have been proposed.

Tliese two mechanisms were proposed concurrently, finally combined into

one model, and have formed, since the later 1950' s, the primary theo-

retical basis for the prediction of wave generation (Phillips, 1962).

The first mechanism proposes a resonance action between the pos-

sible surface wave modes and the eddies convected along by the mean air

flow (Phillips, 1957). The equations describing the water motion are

linearized, and simplified by assuming inviscid, irrotational flow. The

equation of motion for the system is the dynamic free surface boundary

condition including surface pressure and surface tension, evaluated at

the mean surface level

9* -p T— +gn = — + — Vn , (2-1)

at p pw w

where

and

4) = velocity potential of water motion,

n = water surface displacement,

p = surface pressure,

T = surface tensioia,

p = water density,
w

Fourier transformation nicely converts the equation, (2-1) , to a differ-

ential equation in terms of the transformed variables. The variables

are written in equations (2-2), (2-3), and (2-4) in terms of their

generalized Fourier transforms in space. The equations are



oo

n(x,t) =
I

A(k,t) e^^--
* -^dk , (2-2)

—00

00

p(x,t) =
J

P(k,t) e^^^ * ^^dk , (2-3)

and

00

:(x,Z,t) = /

— 00

A'(k,t)
kz i(k . X)

e'^^e^'^- -^dk , (2-A)

k

where a prime indicates a time derivative. The resultant differential

equation, is in a form describing a system in forced oscillation

-k

P

A"(k,t) + a^A(k,t) - — P(k,t) , (2-5)

w

v/here a is given by the familiar dispersion relation for free surface

waves with surface tension included,

3

(2-6)a'



2 t t

*(k,t) = -^-2
\ \

II(k,T,T') sin a(t - t) sin a(t - t') didr'

*^w° 6

after integration over k' space, and where ll(k, t,t') '^(k - k') is

defined as P(k, t) P*(k',T). If the pressure spectrum, II(k, t,t') is

considered stationary it becomes a function of time separation, t - t',

rather than tijne. Then the integral above transforms the pressure

spectrum into the frequency domain. In terms of the energy spectrum of

the pressure fluctuations, F(k, o), the wave energy spectrum is given as

k^t
$(k;t) - —^2 F(ii'°) '

(2-8)

4p a
w

which shows the wave energy developing linearly in time. The response

of the water surface depends on the magnitude of the pressure fluctua-

tion and the time over which interactions are allowed to occur. For any

given angle of wave propagation, a, relative to the direction of the

mean wind, waves that have the phase velocity given by

c(k) = U cos a , (2-9)

where U is the mean wind velocity, have the longest interaction times

and largest responses. Every wave of wavenumber, k, would have a pre-

ferred direction, a. If the input, F(k., a), were a narrow band function

the water wave spectrum would show a local energy iraximum at an angle,

a, satisfying equation (2-9) for the phase speed of the wave at the peak

of the. wavenumber spectrum.

The second mechanism of wave generation relies on the coupling of

the air and wave motions to induce the atmospheric pressure fluctuations

that force erergy to flow to the water motion. Miles (1957) proposed a

model that coupled the equations for the flow of both media. The air

flov7 is assuned to be inviscid, incompressible, and to have a mean shear



flow specified by a logaritliiuic variation with height. The mean flow is

perturbed by small two dimensional disturbances induced by the shape of

the surface waves. The disturbances are assumed to be small enough to

allow linearization of the equations of motion. Turbulent fluctuations,

although necessary to maintain the specified velocity profile, are not

taken into account in the original problem. The water motion is assumed

to be inviscid, irrotational, incompressible, and to have no mean flow.

The vjave motion itself is considered small amplitude.

From the average of the energy equation one is able to deduce the

rate of energy flow per unit area of the interface from the air to the

water due to the wave induced Reynolds stress. The flux rate is

CO

dE rdE r 9U

UW — dz , (2-10)

3z

where

p = air density,
a

U = mean horizontal air flow velocity,

a = wave induced contribution to the horizontal air flow

velocity.

and

W = wave induced contribution to the vertical air flow

velocity.

The Reynolds stress is evaluated as in instability theory. For the

inviscid parallel flow assumption, the value is approximated by the

expression

p,Tr -^ 8^U/Sz^

p m) = —^— w
^ k 9U/3z z = z

c

for the region z < z and
c
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p um; ^ , (2-11)

for th3 region z > z .

The expression abovp. is evaluated at a height, z , the distance

above the water surface where U(:: ) equals the wave phase speed, c.

Substitution of (2-11) into (2-10) yields the value of the rate of

energy flow per unit area from the air to the water. The approximate

evaluation of the integral in (2-10) is

2 2 2
dE TTp cW 3 U/ 3z

dt k 9U/ 9z

(2-12)

which needs to be evaluated at z only, and where
c

c = xvater wave phase speed,

k = water wave wavenumber,

and

~2
W - intensity of the vertical velocity fluctuations.

Using the definition of energy for a two dLiiensional wave field and the

deep water gravity wave dispersion relation, one can formulate a norma-

lized rate, i,, of increase in the wave energy from equation (2-12) and

the definition

1 dE/dt

^
= , (2-13)

a E

where a = wave radian frequency. Since the energy ratio is multiplied

by the time per radian, l/o, we see that ^ yields the fractional in-

crease in energy per radian of 'Change in the wave. For this analysis

the energy of the wave system grows at an exponential rate with time.

To evaluate the growth rate the inviscid Orr-Sommerf eld equation, which

arrives by using a stream function to describe the perturbed flow in the

air, must be solved.
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Based on the tv70 preceeding mechanisms. Miles (1960) developed a

model for the wave response when both types of pressure fluctuations

are acting. In doing this he modified equation (2-5), which was formu-

lated for the resonance model, to include the wave induced pressure

forcing function. Equation (2-5) becomes of the form of equation

(2-14),

„ k

A"(k,t) + o^A(k,t) = - — [Po(k,t) + P^(k,t)] , (2-14)

Pw

where P (k,t) and P-^(k,t) are the turbulent and wave induced pressure

fluctuations, respectively. The pressures have been represented in

equation (2-14) through the use of the transforms

oo

.^(x.t) =
J Po(k;t) e^(^ • ^^ dk

and

00

D^(x,t) =
J

?^(k;t) e^^- * -> dk

where time remains a parameter. Considering the wave induced pressure

field, which is assumed to be

9

p,(x,t) = (a + ib) p c kn(x.t)
1 ™

it can be said that only the component in phase with the downward sur-

face velocity will do work on the wave. The component of interest is

then the one proportional to that velocity, since it is wave induced.

This pressure may be represented as

P^(k,t) = -a/.'(k,t) .
(2-15)

The energy equation, when integrated over the water column, contains the

term, -P On./3t), which specifies the rate of energy input to the wave
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mo.^ior. due to the atmospheric pressure at the surface, P . In spectral

terms the mean rate of energy input due to the wave induced pressure of

equation (2-15) can be written as

9n

-P — = aA'(k,t)A'*(k,t) = an^ , (2-16)
dt

where the use of the complex conjugate of the surface height is allowed

because the surface height is a real quantity.

The evaluation of a comes from directly equating the mean rate of

energy input of equation (2-16) to Miles' original result in equation

(2-12), where only wave induced pressure was considered. Solving the

relationship for a yields

9 2 2
Trp cU!~ 8 U/3z

(2-17)

•2
n

which can then be used to represent the pressure in terms of the wind

and wave parameters. In terms of the normalized energy growth rate,

?, a is given by

a = -cp^; . (2-18)

where C is defined by equation (2-13). Then the equation of motion,

(2-14), can be written as

A"(k,t) + ;oA'(k,t) + a A(k,t) = ^Q^Kt) , (2-19)

Pw

where P^ is the only external force. From the solution of this problem

the energy spectrum of the water surface elevation can be developed.

The asymptotic solution for t much greater than the turbulence time
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scale yields

k^ e^°^ - 1

$(k;t)-—2~2 F(k,a) , (2-20)

4p a r,a
w

where 'l'(k;t) is the wave height energy spectrum with time as a parameter.

It is evident that the energy spectrum, depending on the duration, can

grow linearly as with a purely resonant interaction, or exponentially as

with the shear flow model. The power series expansion of the expo-

nential term of equation (2-20) is

e^"^ - 1 Cat2
= t + + . . . , (2-21)

c,a 2

which yields the two following time dependencies of

^ot

<I'(k;t) "^ t for < < 1 ,

2

and

^at

il>(k;t) <^ e' for > > 1

2

Neither of these two fundamental mechanisms are able to adequately

explain the formation and growth of short gravity and capillary waves.

Turbulent pressure fluctuations cannot be expected to excite disturbances

of short wavelength because the turbulent fluctuations of correspond-

ingly short wavelengths are not energetic enough, and are convected

downstream too rapidly to account for the straight crested waves ob-

served. The inviscid shear flow mechanism cannot supply enough energy

to capillary waves to overcome the laminar dissipation associated with

the waves (Miles, 1962). Miles (1962) investigated the importance of a

mechanism formulated by Benjamin (1959) with regard to short waves. In

this mechanism the energy transfer to the waves results from the presence

of a stress terra which Miles called the viscous Reynolds stress. This
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stress enters the problem through Benjamin's formulation of the equation

governing small pcrturbatiors in the aerodynamic viscou^ naar flow.

The aerodynamic viscous flow is assumed to be parallel and incompres-

sible. The velocity profile is assumed to be linear within the viscous

sublayer and asymptotically logarithmic at larger elevations. The water

motion is considered to be inviscid, incompressible, and irrotational.

An eigenvalue problem is solved for the wave phase speed. The phase

speed turns out to be a complex value, (c + ic . ) , which leads to a

growth rate of kc . due to consideration of the wave amplitude

[kc.t + i k(x - c t)]

n = ae -^ ^
, (2-22)

where the complex value has been substituted. The results of the

analysis indicate growth rates increasing rapidly with increasing wind

speed and decreasing wavelength. This mechanism predicts rapid grov:th

of short v/aves having lengths 1 to 3 cm under the action of wind.
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II, B. Interactions Among Components of a Wave System

The ccpiplexity of the wave development process arises from the fact

that the process is composed of several more or less equally important

components which are not well enough defined to be separable from one

another. The process of wave development contains generative and de-

generative components corresponding to energy flow to and loss from the

organized motion of the waves, respectively. Analyses that attempt to

predict the grov/th rate of a wave component based on energy inflow from

the air stream have been mentioned previously. Analysis of the decay

rate of a wave component is based on the estimation of the nonconserva-

tive dissipative mechanism such as breaking, turbulent stress, and

viscous stress.

The aforementioned mechanisms deal with energy fluxes to a single

wave component of a discretized spectrum. Of course, waves rarely exist

in a solitary situation. Rather, many wave motions of various charac-

teristics combine to form a wave system. It is on the complete wave

system that the net result of the process of wave development is observ-

able. Because the wave system and growth process are each made up of

so many parts and are imperfectly understood, we must resort to a spec-

tral representation of the system for its study. When the system is

broad banded, that is consisting of more than a single spectral compo-

nent, the process of wave development contains interactive mechanisms in

addition to generative and degenerative mechanisms. These interactions

result in the conservative transfer of energy among two or more wave

components contained within the wave spectrum.

The interactive mechanisms and their effects are discussed below.

All of these mechanisms assume the motion of the wave system to be
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ei^sentially linear with only small corrections required in the mathe-

matical formulations. This approach seems justified by the generally

good results obtained through the application of the purely linear

theory.

II.B.l- Tick Second Order Perturbation of the Wave Spectrum

Tick (1959) attempted to remove a deficiency from the use of the

analytical first order spectrum to represent a natural wave field. The

deficiency is due to the representation of a nonlinear process with a

linear statistic. Tick's solution to this problem resulted in a theo-

retical spectral calculation given by the linear combination of the

first order spectrum and a second order correction term.

The wave motion is assumed to be the two dimensional, irrotational

flow of an inviscid, incompressible, infinitely deep fluid. As such, he

applied the potential flow formulation retaining all terras I'.p through

second order in wave height. The kinematic and dynamic free surface

boundary conditions are expanded as Taylor series about the mean surface,

z = 0. The equation defining the problem results from the combination

and perturbation of these two equations. The equation of the free

surface is z = ri(x,t). A velocity potential, 4)(x,z,t), that satisfies

the Laplace equation is assumed to exist for the flow. The Laplace

equation is

2 2

+ —T = , (2-23)
2 ?

3x 8z

where the z axis is the vertical, and originates at the mean surface

level. The bottom boundary condition restricts the vertical velocity

w = — =0 at z = -"
, (2-24)

3z
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where w is the vertical velocity. Surface stresses are not considered,

so pressure and surface tension are taken as zero. The dynamic free

surface boundary condition to second order may be written as

2
3(}) 1

gz + — + -
at 2

= at z = n(x,t) , (2-25)

where n(x,t) is the vertical su-"ace position. The kinematic free

surface boundary condition is

9* 9n 94i 3n_ = — + at z = n(x,t) (2-26)

3z dt 9x 3x

to second order. The surface boundary conditions are Taylor series

expanded about the mean surface elevation, z = 0. The velocity potential

and surface elevation are approximated as the sum of the first and

second order components,

and

n = n^^) + n^^^ .
(2-27)

Combining the expanded and perturbed surface conditions yields the

second order equation governing the wave motion. The combined free

surface boundary condition is

g

The two velocity potentials may be represented by their generalized

Fourier transforms, since the surface elevation is assumed to be a

homogeneous, stationary, random process. The first order problem is

solved after the transformation. The nonlinear problem is solved by

Fourier transformation. In the nonlinear product terms of the second
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order problem Tick used two variables of integration, a' and a", in the

Fourier transformation. In this way he was able to solve the nonlinear

problem by stepping through the integration required by the linear

solution method. VJhat arises from the problem is a second order correc-

tion to the spectrum produced by the first order spectrum interacting

with itself. The correction to the frequency spectrum is given as

oo

*^^^(a) =— / K(a',a) O^^^o - a') 4>^^\a') do' , (2-29)

where

K(o';a)

r 2 2
jo' (a - 2oa' + 2a') < a' < o, a >

2
(a - 2a') aa' a' < 0, o' > a, a >

,

for the given regions of the o, a' plane. Equation (2-29) indicates the

(2")
nonlinear effect quite clearly. Since the expression for "t (o) is a

convolution operation, we see that for a continuous function, $^ (a),

(2)every contribution to $ in a band around a contains an effect from

the first order energy at every other frequency in the spectrum. The

result on the spectral shape is the production of a small bump at a

frequency about twice that of the wind wave peak.

II. B. 2. Benjamin and Felr Side Band Interactions

Benjamin and Feir (1967) discussed the existence of side band

interactions. This idea can account for the change in shape of a sinu-

soid as it proceeds, unperturbed by external effects, from its point of

origin. This is accomplished by passage of energy from the basic fre-

quency to its side band frequencies, which are present in infinitesimal

proportion from the point of origin of the basic wave. This interesting
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result elijninates the possibility of the existence of a wave of perma-

nent form.

The flow is considered to be two dimensional, irrot onal motion

in an inviscid, incompressible fluid of infinite depth. lie mean

surface level is at z = 0, and the equation of the free surface is

z = n(x,t). The potential flow problem is formulated in the usual way.

A velocity potential, {|>(x,z,t), satisfies the Laplace equation. There

is assumed to be no motion at infinite depth. The dynamic free surface

boundary condition yields the condition for constant interfacial pres-

sure with surface tension not included. The boundary value problem is

specified by the Laplace equation

V^4)(x,z,t) = , (2-30)

the bottom boundary condition

V4.(x,z,t) = at z -> -»
, (2-31)

the kinematic free surface condition

n + n 4> -- 4^^ = at z = n , (2-32)
t XX z

and the dynamic free surface condition

gz + <{)^ + -
{^l + 4'p =0

t 2 ^ z
at z = n . (2-33)

The Stokes solution to the nonlinear boundary value problem is perturbed

according to the form of small side band modes of oscillation and sub-

stituted back into the boundary value problem specified by equations

(2-30) to (2-33). A new boundary value problem in the perturbation

variables results, the solution of which indicates the direction and

rate of energy flux to the side band components of the oscillating

system. The Stokes solution to the original problem to the order re-

quired for this problem is given by
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1 7
N ^ a cos X + - ka" cos 2X , (2-34)

and

(j) = $ = — ae ' sin x » (2-35)
k

where X = kx - at is the phase function of the primary wave. The ex-

pressions for velocity potential and surface level perturbed around the

Stokes solution in the ordering parameter, e, are given as

<? = <^ + e*
, (2-36)

n = N + en . (2-37)

Substitution of equations (2-36) and (2-37) into the boundary value

problem equations, yields the new boundary value problem specified as

the Laplace equation

V (t)(x,z,t) = , (2-38)

the bottom boundary condition

V<}) = at z -»- -oo
, (2-39)

the kinematic free surface condition

"^t
"*" \\ ^ "^^"^zz

"^
^'"^xz^

"*
^"*z

*"
\*x^ " ° ""^ ^ = ^ '

(2-40)

the dynamic free surface condition

(2-41)

where terms of order higher than e are not included, and the factors

represented in upper case letters are known.

The solution to the new perturbation problem is assumed to consist

of the sua of a pair of side band modes sjimetrically located on each
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side of the primary wave in phase and the results of the side band

interaccions with the primary wave. The solution for wave height takes

the form

n = n^ + n^ , (2-42)

where, for each of the two side band modes we have

n. = b. cos X

.

11 1

+ akb.[A. cos (X + X.) + B. cos (X - X.)]11 1 1 1

+ 0[aVb^] , (2-43)

where b. are the side band amplitudes, and the phases are

X^ = k(l + a) X - 0(1 + 6) t - Y-, ,

and

X^ = k(l - a) x - o(l - 6) t - Y2

where a and 6 are much less than one. The results of the analysis indi-

cate that under certain conditions the side band amplitudes, b., will

grow in tijne in an unbounded manner. If the perturbation, 6, about the

primary wave frequency is within the limits given in equation (2-44) the

Stokes wave will not maintain a permanent form, because its side band

modes will draw energy from it. The frequency spread allowing inter-

action is

< 6 < /2ka . (2-44)

The value of 6 yielding maximum growth rate v;as found to be within these

limits, at 6 = ka. If there were minor oscillations present at a fre-

quency in the neighborhood of the primary wave frequency, then the waves

satisfying the gravity wave dispersion relation and with frequencies,

o. = 0(1 + ka) and therefore wave numbers, k. = k(l + 2ka) , would
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project energy at the group velocity of the primary wave and be selec-

tively amplified.

II. B. 3. Phillips Resonant Interaction Among Gravity Waves

Phillips (1960) found an interaction of the third order in wave

amplitude among three wave components that results in an energy transfer

from them to a fourth new v;ave producing a growth in it that is linear

in time. Initially of third order in amplitude, the new wave could

reach a magnitude of the same order as the original three waves. In

this conception the spectrum is still discretized, has become somewhat

broad banded, yet by assumption is limited to the wave motions con-

trolled by gravity. Phillips investigated the interaction of pairs of

infinite sinusoidal wave trains of small amplitude. These primary waves

are solutions to the linear equations of potential flow theory. The

nonlinear terms of the potential flow equations produce traveling sinu-

soidal pressure and velocity fields with wave number and frequency equal

to the sum or difference of the wave numbers and frequencies of the

primary waves and with amplitudes proportional to the product of the

primary wave amplitudes. If the frequency of an infinitesimal free wave

happens to be the same as that of the nonlinear fields of the same

wavenumber, resonance will occur and the free wave will be forced.

Phillips assumed an irrotational motion in an inviscid, incompres-

sible fluid of infinite depth. The wave numbers are allowed to be

vector quantities, so the wave propagation directions in the x-y plane

are not restricted. The z axis is vertically oriented with z = at the

mean water level. A velocity potential, (f(x,y,z,t), does then exist

that satisfies Laplace's equation. It defines a three dimensional
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velocity vector, Y_
=

E.'i'' '^^^ kinematic and dynamic free surface bound-

ary conditions are combined. The combined equation is assumed con-

tinuously valid and extended to the local surface, z = ri(x,y,t), through

Taylor expansion, from the mean water level. The resultant equation

before Taylor expansion, when the surface pressure is assumed constant,

is given as

d^i. Set. 8 1—
y + g — + — V+V'V-V=0 at z = n , (2-A5)

at dz 3t 2

which arises as the difference between the material derivative of the

dynamic condition and g times the kinematic condition. Note that the

cubic terms resulting from the material derivative are retained, due to

the necessity of finding an effect at third order. Each variable is

perturbed with the first order terms being the first order approximation

to the effective wave system created by two intersecting wave motions.

In Kinsman's (1965) notation, the perturbations are

<^
= (a*^Q + S<}>Q^) + (a^^2o +

"^*li
"^ ^^*02^ ^ .... , (2-46)

V = (aV^Q + BV^^) + (a^V^Q + ctBV^^ + q'^V^^) + .... , (2-47)

and

n = (an^^g + PtIqj^) + (a^n2Q + '"-^Bn^^ + 3^^^.) + (2-48)

The coefficients, a and S, are small and proportional to the surface

slope of the wave they refer to. The solutions to the first approxi-

mation in the perturbation problem are the familiar linear wave solu-

tions given as

n^Q = a^ COS X^ ,
(2-49)

a a k z

<},^Q
= -^^ e ^ sin X^ ,

(2-50)

^1
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and

^01 " ^2 ^"^ ^2 •
(2-51)

^9°2 ^2^

^01 = —— ^ sin X^
, (2-52)

^2

where the phase function,

X. = k. • X - a,
1 —1

and

There are three forms, depending on the combination of perturbation

variables, of the combined surface condition of the third order that

contain forcing functions. These functions are of third order, and some

will resonantly excite the third order problem. The third order form of

2the combined surface condition that goes with the coefficient a B is

given as

(2-53)

after being considerably simplified by the reduction of terms allowed by

the second order problem. The first and second order problems yield the

expressions for all of the remaining forcing terms on the right hand

side of equation (2-53)

.
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The behavior of ^t, , as the solution to equation (2-53), indicates

the behavior of a wave of frequency, 2a - a , which can receive energy

from fhe combination of waves identified by wavenumbers, k ^ , k„, and k„,

where in this case k^ ~ ^i • ^^ turns out that on the right hand side of

equation (2-53) there are terms containing the phase function, 2X^ - X„.

So resonant excitation of ({)„ does occur. The corresponding surface

elevation, n^.. , grows linearly in time as

Kt

n2-L(x,y,t) = — sin (2X^ - X^) , (2-54)

2g

where K is a constant depending on the amplitudes, wavenumbers, and

frequencies of the primary waves.

In general the resonant interaction excites a new wave at wave-

number and frequency, k^ and a , respectively, that grows linearly in

amplitude with time. For this to occur the wavenumbers and frequencies

must bear the following relationships to one another

lE-i ± ]i2 ± -^3 ± ii4 " ° (2-55)

and

c^ + a^ + a^ + a^ = , (2-56)

where each wave obeys its own dispersion relationship,

ol =
g\Ki_\ • (2-57)

Analytically, this theory suffers difficulties because the wave

that begins at third order ana is assumed to be of third order, is able

to grow as large as the primary components. Phillips did not consider

the energy balance between the interacting components.

In separate experiments Lorguet-Higgins and Smith (1966) and

McGoldrick et al . (1966) tested out the possibility of a resonant inter-

action of the type suggested by Phillips, In both cases the environment
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was reduced to Chat of two mutually perpendicular primary wave trains.

Both experiments ; ok place in rectangular wave tanks. McGoldrick's

apparatus was bui.' -_ with special attention given to the elimination of

external effects that would mask the measurement. For the interaction

geometry the production of a tertiary wave of frequency 2a - a was

expected when the primary wave frequency ratio was, cr /o„ = 1.7357.

Both tests found tertiary wave generation to occur and to closely follow

the theoretical growth rate when the resonance condition was met.

II -B. 4. McGoldrick Resonant Interaction Among Capillary - Gravity Waves

McGoldrick (1965) modified the resonance problem to include waves

from a broader band so that surface tension effects could be included.

He found an interaction at the second order in this case that is more

physically satisfying than Phillips' result because he considered the

balance of energy among the interacting components. His analysis

resulted in a group of three discrete waves exchanging energy among

themselves. The amplitudes of all three waves are of the same order,

and in its turn, each individual wave grows at the expense of the others.

The process repeats itself cyclicly.

McGoldrick assumed a three dimensional, irrotational motion in an

inviscid, incompressible fluid of infinite depth. The vertical axis, z,

equals zero at the mean water level. The actual surface is considered

to be composed of three waves. The equation of the surface is

3

z = n(x,y,t) = y nj^(x,y,t)

1=1

The combined free surface boundary condition defines the problem, as

usual. The equation below is the same as equation (2-45) used by
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Phillips with additional terms considered to allow for the surface

pressure variations due to surface tension. The combined condition is

3 41 9<t. 3(V^)

at
+ g + V • V - V

8z 3t

w

~ 2
3 (v n ) 2

+ V • v(v n)

3t

= at z = n (2-58)

where the additional terras allow for the consideration of surface pres-

sure variation due to surface tension. The equation is not perturbed in

this analysis, but it is extended by Taylor series to the surface from

2=0, and terms through second order are retained. A first order

potential function that satisfies Laplace's equation, equation (2-58),

and the bottom boundary condition

V(x,y,z,t) = at

is written

3

'}>(x,y,z,t) = ^ — a^(t) e sin X^

z = -<»

k.z

(2-59)

(2-60)

where

i=l\

X. = k.x - a.t + e

is the phase function.

The corresponding expression for the surface is

3

n(x,y,t) = y ^i^^)
^°^ ^±

i=l

(2-61)

Equations (2-60) and (2-61) are substituted into the combined and kine-

matic surface conditions. The wave amplitudes are considered to be

slowly varying, functions of time, so second order time derivative terms
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are neglected. Three differential equations for the three amplitudes,

a^(t), result. Each equation is integrated directly in terms of Jacobian

elliptic functions with real parameters. The sat of solved equations

represent a coupled system of three waves in which energy flows peri-

odically into and out of each component from the others. The solutions

are bounded, satisfy conservation of energy, and have no analytical

difficulties concerning wave size or time range of solution.

The conditions for the resonance interaction to occur require only

three waves and are

iil ± ii2 = ±-^3 ' (2-62)

ana

where each wave satisfies

^1 - °2 " - ^3 (2-63)

T 3

°± " ^^i
"'" ~

^i • (2-64)

%
It is seen that if the k^ corresponding to k + k produces a a ,

calculated by equation (2-64), that equals o. ± o^, resonance will

occur.

I I • S . 5 . Hasselmann Fifth Order Nonlinear Interchange

Hasselmann (1962) extended the perturbation type of analysis to a

truly continuous wave spectrum. For the first time the mathematics

represented the nonlinear energy transfer in an ocean wave spectrum.

The assumptions limit the wave motions in the theory to those of gravity

waves. The transfer of energy in a gravity wave spectrum was found to

be of third order in the wave energy. In the extension to a continuous

spectrum Hasselmann had to resort to a fifth order analysis in wave
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amplitude because it contains the nonstaticnary quantity that leads to

the resonant iiiteraction. Hasselmann (1963) calculated that energy

flows from intermediate frequencies to lower and higher frequencies.

The problem is assumed to be one of irrotational motion of an

inviscid, incompressible, infinitely deep fluid. As such, a potential

function exists that satisfies the potential flow problem. The poten-

tial function and corresponding surface elevation are used in the form

of the generalized Fourier transforms given by

({(x

GO

,y,z,t) = r A(k;x,y,2,t) e^^e^^- * -^ dk , (2-65)

and

n(x,y,t) = /B(k;x,y,t) e^^- * -^ dk . (2-66)

—00

The problem, which starts with the perturbation of the combined surface

condition, is not restricted to two dimensions. The linear motions are

assumed to be statistically independent, so that the first order spec-

trum completely describes the surface. This property allows all energy

fluxes to be represented in terms of the first order spectrum.

The resonant energy transfer could occur among four wave components

given the same set of conditions given by Phillips in equations (2-55)

through (2-57). Hasselmann (1962) found that an interaction does occur

when

^1+ ^2^ -3'^ h '
^^"^^^

and

a^ + Oy - o~ + c, . (2-68)
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The cmvgf transfer ±c the cubic function of the tvjo dimensional

first order energy spectrum, <t(k;2:, t), given by

^nl "^jjjj ^(^l'^2'^3'^^ ^^^^*3 ""
"3^l'^2^ - ^2^^^

—oc

- o^^2^^^\) 6 (a + o - a ~ a ) dk dk dk dk . (2-69)
n ^1 ^2 ^2

The subscripts on the spectra are a shorthand notation indicating at

which of the uavenumbers the spectral values are to be taken. The

transfer coefficient, T, is a lengthy function of only the wavenumbers.

The Dirac delta function only allows contributions to the integral from

the appropriate resonant conditions.

The effect of the interaction is to redistribute the energy toward

the formation of a more uniform spectrum. That is, peaks would tend to

be removed in favor of a white noise spectrum.

II . B . 6
.

Valenzuela Capillary - Gravity Wave Resonant Interaction

Valenzuela and Laing (1972) pursued a Hasseimann type of analysis

where capillary waves were allowed. The formulation of the problem is

exactly the same as Hasseimann' s, except for the consideration of surface

tension. The interaction was found to be more pronounced with only a

third order analysis in v/ave amplitude needed to calculate the unsteady

term in the second order energy, that creates the energy flux.

The interactions are known as sum or difference resonances depend-

ing upon which of the following conditions are met

^3 = ^2 + k^ and ^3 = ^2 "^ °1 (2-70)

or

^3 ~ ^2 ~ -1 ^^^ °3 " °2 "
^^l ' (2-71)
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where each wave satisfies the dispersion relation. The resultant inter-

action is expressed in terms of the products of two first order spectra

as

00

^nl= jf^'^h'^2'^3^ ('^3^^2 - ^2^^3 " ^1*2*3^ ^^^3 " ^2 " 'l^^\^S^

CO

^ 2 II
nk^.k^,^^) (03*^^2 - ^2^*3 -^ ^1^2*3^ '^^3 - '2 *• °l>^\/\

.03

(2-72)

Ag before, the subscripts on the energy spectra indicate the appropriate

wavenuniber of evaluation, and the transfer coefficients are lengthy

relationships between k.^»k„, and their associated frequencies.

The results of the analysis predict an energy flow from the region

of waves of minimum phase speed to both gravity and capillary waves.
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II. C. _Experiinerital Stud ies of High Frequency Waves

The experimental investigation of waves of short and intermediate

length did not begin in earnest until the 1950's. Short waves were

neglected prior to that time, not because they were not noticed or con-

sidered irrelevant, but because the measurement and statistical tools

required to facilitate their study had not been developed. By the

middle 1950' s the scientific environment was becoming conducive to the

many investigations which were to follow.

Using a photographic, optical reflection method, Cox and Munk

(1954) and Schooley (1954) studied the statistical distribution of wave

slopes in two dimensions as a function of wind velocity. When a portion

of the water surface attains an appropriate slope angle it will reflect

a glitter of light from some overhead light source into a receiver.

Knowing the true angle between the source and the receiver, one is able

to infer the slope angle creating the reflection. Cox and Munk photo-

graphed the glitter patterns from an airplane, using the sun as the

source of illumination, principally to measure mean square surface

slope. Schooley illuminated the surface with flashbulbs held 45 feet

above the water surface at night. Taking the glitter statistics as

representative of the slope distribution statistics. Cox and Munk (1954)

found the slope distributions to be nearly Gaussian and the rms value in

radians to be tan 16 at a 14 m/s wind speed (Munk, 1955). The cross-

wind distribution was slightly more peaked than Gaussian. The upwind -

downwind distribution was slightly peaked and skewed 2.5 degrees upwind.

The skewness is thought to be due to the effect of wind stress on the

wave slope (Kinsman, 1965). The value of the distribution functions

fall to near zero by the slope values of + 25°. The mean square slope
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value was found to increase linearly with wind speed from 9.5 m/s to

13.8 m/s. Wentz (1976) showed that Cox and Munk overextended their data

to estimate the surface variance. He proposed that a more realistic

estimate would be a lower bound variance given by 0.8 times the Cox and

Munk value.

Subsequent to Munk's study, Schooley (1955) measured wave curvature

photographically in a small wind-wave tank to develop size distribution

information. He used the reflection method and considered glitter area,

as well as angle. Approximating the glitter facets of the surface as

spherical reflectors, he found the average radius of curvature to be

greater across the wind than in line with the wind. He also found a

minimum mean wind required for wave generation in his tank to be 3.6 m/s.

Up to this point time series of short waves had not been investigated.

Cox (1958) performed a series of experiments in a model wind-wave

tank that were designed specifically to investigate short waves. Using

an optical refraction measurement technique, he measured wave slope time

series. The source of illumination was located beneath the water sur-

face, and was of variable intensity along the axis of measurement. The

light receiver was located above the water surface and focused at a

point on the surface. The surface slope at the point of focus then

controlled the position of origin of the light beam, and therefore, the

intensity of the light beam received. Hence the light intensity was

related to the surface slope.

Of particular interest to the present experiment are the wave slope

spectra calculated and the slope time series displayed for the case when

a mechanically generated swell is present in combination with the wind

driven wave system. The wind wave spectra, as w^ell as the time series,

identify the wave system as having two scales of motion separated in
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frequency space by about an order of magnitude. In addition, he found

that when the wind is strong enough to generate regular, large scale

waves the small scale waves congregate on the front face of the longer

waves. Cox generated large free gravity waves mechanically and found

that capillary waves were present on the front face of the long waves

even when no wind was blowing. The addition of wind enhanced the capil-

lary wave amplitudes, but they remained concentrated on the long wave

forward face?, until the mean wind speed exceeded at least 9 m/s. Finally,

Cox exhibited the wind speed dependence of wave slope through the spec-

tral representation of the wave system and its integral. The mean

square slope increases rapidly with increasing wind speed, corresponding

to a systematic increase in peak slope energy. However, at frequencies

higher than the peak region the spectral energy does not show a syste-

matic dependence on wind speed.

Wu et al. (1969) devised an optical reflection instrument for use

in a wind-wave tank that measured discrete occurrences of a given surface

slope and cur^^ature in a given time interval. Time series could not be

generated, so the wave analysis is of a probabilistic nature only. Wu

(1971) illustrated the slope distribution functions calculated from his

data. The function shapes are generally Gaussian for each wind speed.

However, at the lower wind speeds skewness occurs toward slope angles

favored by the orientation of the forward face of the long waves. As

the wind speed increases, the ske'.mess goes to zero. The skewness

indicates a high concentration of very short v/aves on the forward face

of the long wave that becomes a more uniform concentration along the

profile with increasing wind speed. The maximum skewness occurred at a

mean wind speed of 5 m/s. At the higher mean wind speeds the distribu-

tion function becomes peaked. Wu attributed this to wave breaking.
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Wu (1975) proceeded to the problem of the measurement of short wave

slope distributions in the presence of a mechanically generated long

wave. He calculated the fractions of the total number of capillaries

that occurred at various positions on the long wa^?^e profile. The raaxi-

aium capillary activity concentrated on the forward face of the long

wave. Only four wind speeds from 4.2 m/s to 12.3 m/s were tested. The

front face dominance had a maximum at 7 m/s and decreased elsewhere.

His results for other segments of the long wave did not show clear

trends with wind speed.

At the University of Florida Shemdin et al. (1972) recorded wave

slope time series, using an optical refraction measurement system. The

statistics v;ere based on the large scale magnitude of time, over which

they were assumed to be stationary. The wind wave slope spectra ex-

hibited a shift in the peak to lower frequencies and higher values with

increasing wind speed, as the height spectra do. Spectral observations

showed that the intensity of high frequency waves, for example 20 Hz,

increased linearly with mean wind speed from 5 to 10 ro/s. Short wave

intensities at somewhat lower frequencies, for example 8 Hz, were be-

ginning to saturate at a reference wind as low as 7 m/s. It v;ap found

that the addition to the wave system of a larger scale, mechanically

generated wave produced a reduction in the wind wave peak value, which

v:as in the vicinity of 3 Hz, and somewhat of an increase in the energy

levels above 5 Hz.

Long and Huang (1975) described an optical device they had con-

structed for the detection of wave slopes in a wind-wave tank. The

instrument operates on the refraction principle. The position of a

laser beam after refraction at the surface is sensed in one dimension by

an array of parallel photodiode strips. Each strip responds to the
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presence of the laser beam with a different output voltage. The re-

ceiving array has 19 elements, allov;ing 19 angles of slope measurement.

The discretized electrical output of the array is then a step approxi-

mation to the true wave slope. This approach introduces a large quantity

of high frequency energy into the spectral computation. The mean square

slope values obtained for mean winds of 3 to 5 m/s are comparable to the

values of Cox (1958) and Wu (1971), and increase with wind speed. In

the range 5 to 10 m/s the values obtained by Long and Huang are higher

than in the earlier studies and maintain a rather constant value over

the wind speed changes.

The nonphotographic, optical devices used for the measurement of

wave slopes all require a transducer to convert an optical signal to a

continuous electrical signal. Tv;o devices have been employed in the

previously nientioned experiments. A direct discrete measurement can be

obtained with e.a array of photodiode devices. A measurement based on

the intensity value of the optical signal can be obtained with a photo-

multiplier and optical attenuator. A third type of device, used in this

experimental investigation, is a continuous Schottky diode that measures

optical position directly. Each method has weaknesses. The diode array

provides only a discontinuous signal, the attenuator and photomultiplier

combination is quite nonlinear, and the Schottky diode is very expensive.

Scott (1974) proposed the use of a device called a "photentiometer" to

inexpensively measure the position of a laser beam in a refraction type

of slope measurement device. The device operates as an optically

activated slide wire resistor, giving perfect linearity.

Mitsuyasu and Honda (1974) took a nonoptical approach to the inves-

tigation of the high frequency spectrum of wind v/aves in a wind-wave

tank. They measured wave height with very thin wire, resistance wave
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gauges. Both single and double wire types were used with wire diameters

of 0.1 ran. The frequency response was found to be reasonably flat to

80 Hz through a dynamic calibration scheme that oscillated the gauge in

a tank of water. Electronic differentiation of the wave height signal

was used to derive the time derivative of wave height to emphasize the

high frequencies. At frequencies beyond 40 Hz this technique could not

be used because the results, when converted to height spectra, did not

agree with the spectra of the direct t- ight measurement. At a fetch of

8.25 meters they found the wave height energy to increase with wind

speed over the mean speed range cf to 15 m/s. No approach to an

equilibrium range for the energy level was identifiable as wind speed

increased to the maximum, even though breaking was clearly visible

beyond a mean wind of 10.0 m/s. It is possible that the somewhat low

stability of the spectral estimate, there being only 10 FFT calculations

averaged, obscured a trend toward saturation.

Ruskevich, Leykin, and Rozenberg (1973) described a measurement

system that can measure both time and spatial series of wave height in a

wind-wave tank. The device uses an array in either one horizontal

dimension or two of resistance wave gauges. The wires are 0.2 mm in

diameter. The signal from each wire passes through a correcting ampli-

fier with a gain function designed to compensate for the drop off in

frequency response of the v/ave gauge wires at high frequencies. The

device is designed to operate on waves in the range of 3 to 40 Hz. A

discretized spatial series is produced by sampling the output of each

wire in turn with an electronic switch at a rate of 10 kHz. The output

of the switch then represents an almost synoptic look at the wave height

at each gauge. At any time the spatial series can then be constructed.

Sinitsyn, Leykin and Rozenberg (1973) used this device to investigate
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the effect a long wave has on a shoru wave field that it is passing

through. Tha experiment was performed for both mechanically and wind

generated ripples. The frequency and wave number assigned to the rip-

ples were those of the peak of the ripple frequency and wave munber

spectra, respectively. On this basis long wave crest to trough short

wave frequency shifts v/ere measured and found to agree with the ex-

pression

a)(k,x,t) = (^^(k,x,t) + k • U(x,t) , (2-73)

where u is the free wave frequency, modified to account for the change

in body force due to vertical acceleration over the long wave, k is the

short wave wavenumber, and U is the long wave horizontal particle veloc-

ity. The mechanically generated ripples followed the linear expression,

(2-73), somewhat more closely than the wind ripple. Frequency maxima

occurred at long wave crests, while wavenumber changes along the long

wave profile were insignificant.



CHAPTER III

MEASUREMENT OF WAVE SLOPE

III. A. Measurement of Slope Versus Height

Munk (1955) pointed out that, because the wave slope statistics

emphasize the higher frequency components of the wave system, the study

of high frequency waves would be facilitated by the measurement of slope

rather than amplitude. For a fixed point, one dimensional measurement

of the sort used in the present study, the high frequency emphasis can

be demonstrated in the following way.

The aperiodic height and slope descriptions of the surface motion

can be expressed as (Kinsman, 1965)

OS

n(x,t) =
ff

A(k,a) e"'^^ " °^^ dkda , (3-1)

and

7i^(x,t) = -i ff kA(k,a) e
^^^ '"'^ dkda , (3-2)

X

where A(k,a) is the spectral representation of the water surface, and is

assumed to be a stationary and homogeneous function, k is the scalar

wavenumber in the direction of the x-axis. At the fixed position, x^

,

which may be selected as zero for simplicity, we may write

00

n(x^,t) = /f A(k,a) e^'^^dkda , (3-3)

39
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and

r^(x_^,t) = -i

OO

jj
kA(k,a) e^

at
dkda (3-4)

The r.emporal correlation functions for the wave height and slope

time series raay then be constructed by application of the expressions

(3-3) and (3-4). The correlation functions are defined as (Lee, 1960)

* (T)

GO

- h (t) n(t + t) dt (3-5)

and

00

(3-6)

Introduction of the transforms of the time series from equations (3-3)

and (3--4) yields

and

OO OO

If
. ,, x io(t + x) ,, , ,^A(k,a) e dkda dt

f

1
i 11 kA(k,a) e^"^^dkda

— 00 IH_ -00

00

-i /TkACk.a) e^^^'
' ^) dkda dt

(3-7)

(3-8)

Since the surface being described in equations (3-3) and (3-4) is real.

one can substitute the complex conjugates, n*(t) and n*(t), for the wave
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height and slope, respectively, at time, t, with no change in physical

meaning (Kinsman, 1965) . The result of the substitution for one group

of temis in each of equations (3-7) and (3-8) is

* (T)

:nd

00 ..^ 00

/r* /I \ . J./1 \ iciT, f i(a - c')t
[A(k,a) A*(k,a) e ] I e dt >> dkdo

* (x) =
n n
X X

[kA(k,a)] [kA(k,a)]* e^''"'

(3-9)

a - a')t
dt \ dkdo (3-10)

where the terms are regrouped to allow the time integral to stand alone.

The Lime integral of equation? (3-9) and (3-10) can be represented by a

unit impalse function (Lee, 1960) where

6(0 - a')

00

2ti J

^i(o- a')t^^
(3-11)

Then for equations (3-9) and (3-10) we may write

4- (t) = 2
rin

00

'1 A(k,a) A*(k,a) e^'^'^akdo (3-12)

ana

00

(fc (t) = 2tt rjr[kA(k,a)] [kA(k,o)]" e^^^dkdc

— OO

(3-13)

The wave field being considered is two dimensional so there is only one

wavenuinber associated with each wave frequency, and it is given by the

dispersion relation as f(o). Equations (3-12) and (3-13) arc written as
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<^ (T) = 2TT // |A(a)l^ 6[k - f(a)] dk e^'^^da , (3-14)

({.^ (T) = 2u // |kA(a)|^ 6[k - f(o)] dk e^'^'^da , (3-15)

where the wavenvimber dependence of A(k,o) is expressed by A(a) and the

delta function representing the physically correct result of the disper-

sion relation. It is then appropriate to write

4,^^(T) = 2tt r lA(a)|^ e^^^da , (3-16)

mmOa

and

00

4- ^ (t) = 2tt r IkA(a)|^ e^^'^da , (3-17)

where k is restricted to those values given by the wave dispersion

relation.

By definition the spectral density functions, *_„('^) and * ^
(a),

X X

are the coefficients of the exponential term in the integrands of equa-

tions (3-16) and (3-17), respectively (Lee, 1960). It is then clear

that

* (a) = k^1> (a)
n n nn
X X

Wave slope intensity is, therefore, emphasized toward the higher fre-

quency range by the value of the wavenumber squared.

The measurement of the slopes of high frequency waves, rather than

the corresponding heights, has another advantage. Up to the present

time devices used to measure short wave height have all required physi-

cal contact with the flow. Obviously the smaller the waves being
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measured, the more significant the distortion of the flow created by the

insertion of an obstruction. Slope measurements can be made without

resorting to physical contact with the surface, leaving the flow un-

disturbed. So slope measurement seems to be the more attractive tech-

nique for measurement of small waves.
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III.B. The Wind-Wave Facility

The measurements required for the present study were conducted in

the wind-wave facility at the University of Florida. Figure 1 illus-

trates the general size and shape of the wind-wave tank. Waves may be

generated in the model with a hydraulically powered, mechanical wave

generator and through the action of the air flow created by a large

blower.

Shemdin (1969) described the wind-wave tank in detail, but the

major features will be mentioned here. The tank is a 36.6 meter long

channel, divided along its length into two equal bays of 0.86 meter

width and 1.9 meter height. At the upwind end of the tank a wind duct

system, shown in Figure 2, conveys the air flow produced by the blower

into one of the wave tank channels. The air inlet modifies the flow to

simulate rough turbulent air flow in the wind channel. Below the duct-

work the hydraulically operated wave generator paddle produces large

scale waves as specified by a signal generator. The waves propagate

through the 36.6 meter long test section. A 5.8 meter long wave absorber,

composed of baskets filled with stainless steel turnings, is placed at

the downwind end of the tank.
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III . C . Laser-Optical System for Measuring Slope

The objectives of this experiment required the accurate detection

of high frequency wave slopes. A device was designed and built at the

University of Florida (Palm, 1975) to accomplish this task. The instru-

ment is a laser-optical system which operates on the principle of optical

refraction at the air-water interface. It is capable of obtaining

analog time series records of wave slope along two principle axes in the

interfacial plane. It features an insensitivity to the local wave

height and to light source intensity variations.

The quantities required to discuss the principle of operation of

the instrument for one axis of measurement are shown in Figure 3. For

simplicity consider a system of plane waves to* be passing through the

fixed point of measurement. The laser beam pathway is stationary and

aligned with the vertical while in the water layer, before incidence on

the air-water interface. The angle formed between the submerged laser

pathway and the surface normal, the angle of incidence, is designated as

0.(t). The light beam is refracted at the interface and proceeds along

a pathway in the air forming an angle, (t), the angle of refraction,

with the local surface normal. The relationship between the instantane-

ous angles of incidence and refraction is knowii as Snell's Law and is

specified by

n, sin 0.(t) = n sin (t) ,
i 1 r r '

where n is the index of refraction of the water, which contains the

Incident beam, and n is the index of refraction of the air, which con-

tains the refracted beam. By virtue of the geometry shown in Figure 3,

it is possible to define a deflection angle, <i)(t), in terms of the

angles of incidence and refraction that specifies the deflection of the
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The Vertical

Path of laser beam
in air - /_^Local Surface Normal

X

Lo$er beom path
\n woter

Figure 3. Orientation diagram for laser beam refraction at the
air water interface.
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refracted beam away from the true vertical axis as

(|)(t) = 0^(t) - 0^(t) . (3-18)

Using Snell's Law in equation (3-18), one can express the deflection

angle in terms of the angle of incidence

(|>(t) = sin"-*" [n sin 0^(t)] - 0^(t) , (3-19)

where n = n./n is th. relative index of reflection, and it is ascribed
1 r '

a constant value of 1.333. Since the laser beam is aligned with the

vertical axis, the angle, e.(t), defines the time history of the local

wave slope in the x direction as shown in Figure 3. Solving equa-

tion (3-19) for 0. (t) shows that measurement of the deflection angle

yields information about the local slope. The expression becomes

sin <^(t)

n - cos (J>(t)

where 0(t) is understood to be the local value of slope. This relation

is plotted in Figure 4. The instrument receiver measures the deflection

angle through the means of electronic detection of the corresponding

deflection distance in a horizontal plane on which the beam is made to

impinge. The resultant electrical signal is related directly to deflec-

tion angle through calibration, and then to wave slope through relation

(3-20).

Figure 5 schematically depicts the optical receiver. It consists

of an aluminum housing containing four essential components; the objec-

tive lens, the diffusing screen, the imaging lens, and the photodiode

detector. The refracted laser beam enters the receiver through the

objective lens at the lower end of the receiver. The lens is an Aero-

Ektar, f/2.5, 30.48 cm focal length lens. After passing through the

objective lens the laser beam is incident on the diffusing screen of



Figure 4. The conversion of deflection angle to wave slope.
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Figure 5. Schematic view of the receiver of the optical wave

slope measurement system.
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frosted acrylic, placed in the lens rear fo:L plane. The objective

lens is set to focus at infinity, so that a ray of light entering the

lens at an angle, <}), away from the instrviment axis is focused at a fixed

distance from the axis on the diffusing screen, regardless of its point

of entry through the lens. Hence, at the screen the problem has been

converted from one of angle measurement to one of displacement measure-

ment. The fact that the displacement in the plane of the screen is

uniquely related to the deflection angle means that the beam can origi-

nate at any distance from the lens and still have the same effect. So

the changing wave height will not affect the slope measurement. The

imaging lens is necessary to reduce the size of the diffusing screen to

that of the photodiode area. The lens is a 35 mm camera lens, the input

to which is bandpass filtered at 6328 Angstroms with 100 A half power

width. The lens is an f/1.4, 55 mm focal length, Super Takumar. The

image of the laser spot on the diffusing screen is thereby focused on

the surface of the detector, which is a United Detector Technology model

SC/50 Schottky barrier two dimensional photodiode with a 3.56 cm square

active area.

The maximum deflection angle that is detectable is a function of

the objective lens aperture and distance from the water surface. This

relation is

-1
<t> = tan
max

1 d

(3-21)

2 h

where d is lens diameter and h is distance between the lens and the

water surface. Figure 6 shov/s the maximum measurable values of deflec-

tion and slope angle for a given instrument height above the water

surface.
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function of distance from the objective ieus to the
local water level (Palm, 1975).
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In reality, of course, the water surface is two dimensional and

the laser beam is deflected along the two orthoK-aal dimensions of any

horizontal plane it is incident on. In this situ.^tion the location of

the laser beam in the incident horizontal plane is described by the

deflection angle, Ht) , and the azimuthal angle, (t). The electrical

outputs from the diode are combined as shown in Figure 7 to yield elec-

trical signals relating to slope along two orthogonal directions, x and

y, that correspond to the physical deflections of the laser beam along

the same axes. The result is the analog measurement of wave slope in

two dimensions at an interracial point. The normalization operation

perfom^ed by the analog divider shovm in Figure 7 is very useful,

because it eliminates the effect of a variation in laser beam intensity

on the slope output.

The errors in the measurement result from several sources. These

are calibration and alignment, laser beam size and nonuniformity , opti-

cal aberrations, and amplifiar drift. Searching the system behavior for

local anomalies indicated that optical aberrations were negligibly

small.

When calibrations were performed on an optical bench in an optics

laboratory at a constant temperature, it was possible to duplicate them

to within 2 to 3%. Hovever, when installed in the wind-wave tank,

changing instrument temperature produced sizeable amplifier drift. It

was found that the output drift could be reduced by performing the

signal division pictured in the output circuitry of Figure 7 in the

computer analysis rather than in the analog circuit of the instrument.

To further reduce temperature drift, it was possible to adjust the

amplifier offset voltage without changing the calibration. The maximum
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Figure 7. Analog conversion of the photodiode output signals to

orthogonal axes of deflection (Palm, 1975)
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uncertainty in the calibration after moving the instnunent to the field

was jf7%.

Laser beam size and nonuniformity restrict the size of the smallest

resolvable water wave lengths. Cox (1958) performed an analysis of his

measurement, assuming a uniform light intensity across the beam diameter,

2r . He concluded that waves of measurable length, X, satisfy the

relation, X >_ ().8v . Palm (1975) performed a more complex analysis for

the present instrument, assuming the laser beam to have a Gaussian

distribution of light intensity across its diameter. In this case the

2
distance, r , is the radius at which the intensity reaches 1/e of its

maximum value. The calculated error in the slope measurement resulting

from the finite size and Gaussian intensity distribution of the laser

beam is shown in Figure 8, as a function of the actual maximum slope and

beam radius normalized by water wavelength. The beam radius to the l/e"

points is 0.4 ram. Therefore, if a wave of the highest measureable peak

slope of 35 is passing through the laser spot, Figure 8 would predict

a 10% measurement error if the length of the wave is 2.4 mm. Figure 8

shows that this error decreases as X increases, increases rapidly as X

decreases, and decreases if the slope of a wave with a given r /X ratio

is decreased.

The frequency response of the electronics was estimated by chopping

the laser beam input to the receiver. The response was found to be flat

to above 400 Hz.

The calibration of the instrument was carried out in an optics

laboratory. The laser source and instrvraient housing were lined up at

right angles to each other, such that their axes lay in the same hori-

zontal plane. Light from the laser was reflected by a rotatable prism

Into the receiver. Rotation of the prism caused the laser beam to sweep
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Figure 8. Error introduced into the slope measurement due to the
finite size of the laser beam (Palm, 1975)
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across the objective lens along the horizontal axis. The device output

was recorded in deflection angle increments of 2 . To ascertain the

response of the device over its entire active area the instrument hous-

ing was rotated and the deflection angle sweep was performed along the

new azirauth. The result is a calibration net, as shown in Figure 9

(Palm, 1975).

In this study the x-axis of the receiver is aligned with the longi-

tudinal axis of the wave tank. To measure the x-component of surface

slope only a one dimensional calibration, in this case the. x-axis cali-

bration, is required. Combining the instrument calibration of deflection

angle versus voltage output with the conversion to slope angle of equa-

tion (3-20) gives the calibration result of Figure 10. It was found

that the slope could be calculated with more precision and less concern

about thermal drift if the analog divider was bypassed and the computa-

tion performed by the computer. Figure 10 applies to the situation when

computer computation of the quotient was done.

The measurement system is installed roughly at the center of the

wind-wave channel at a fetch of 7.3 m. Figure 11 schematically illus-

trates the orientation of the measurement system components in the

cross section of the wave tank. The laser is a Coherent Radiation

Model 80-2S, 2 mv, 12 volt unit. It is submerged and held in place by a

pipe mounting so that its highest point above the bottom is 25 cm below

the still water level. The beam is aligned with the vertical by ad-

justing the clamping bolts that penetrate the wall of the pipe. The

receiver is supported by a gimbal mount, rigidly suspended from the top

of the tank, such that the x measurement axis coincides with the longi-

tudinal axis of the tank. The center of the objective lens is placed

directly over the laser beam with the use of a template and Jowered to a
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Figure 9. Static response of the instrximent receiver to deflection

and azimuth changes (Palm, 1975)

.
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height of 8 cm above the still water surface. Alignment with the verti-

cal is achieved by rotating the receiver about the gimbal pivots until

the beam passing through the center of the objective lens strikes the

center of the photodiode, giving a zero signal on both channel outputs.

Figure 12 shows the slope detector receiver, mounted and emplact:d

in the wave tank. Figure 13 shows the physical relationship between .-he-

submerged laser and the end of the receiver.

The optical receiver was placed close to the water surface to allow

high angle measurejnents. At reference wind speeds exceeding 11.9 m/s

wave slopes exceeding the 35° measurable maximum at the instrument

height of 8 cm were not uncommon. It is reasonable to assume that the

instrument produced some alteration of the air flow that was related to

the instantaneous height of the water surface directly below it. The

short V7aves remained in the region of most severe air flow modification

at the long wave crest (taken as 20 cm in length), due to the reduced

distance between receiver and water surface, for 0.1 to 0.2 s. It is

felt that changes in the short waves brought about by the altered wind

field in this period of time would be small. Visually no effects due to

the presence of the receivers could be seen.

Slope measurements were made, prior to the development of the

device described here, with a slope detector that had a limited slope

range, but v/as located 35 cm from the still water surface. Slope

intensity variations calculated from time series obtained from the

35 cm height had maxima located at the long wave crest and forward face.

The similar phase angles obtained from these measurements with two

different devices leads to the conclusion that the high slope intensities

at the long wave crest are not induced by the modification of the air

flow created by the presence of the instrument.
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Figure 12. The slope measurement receiver in operating
position in the wave tank.
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III.D. Supporting Measurementr s

The wind speed at the reference location was measured V7ith a Pitot-

static probe and a Pace differential pressure transducer. The flow

through the fan was set according to the velocity figure obtained at the

reference location.

A capacitance wire wave gauge v^as installed alongside the slope

detector, about 20 cm laterally from and 10 cm downwind from the point

of laser beam surface penetration. The dynamic response of the wave

gauge is such that it is not able to respond to waves of high frequency.

Its sole function was to monitor the mechanically generated long wave,

so that the phase of the slope measurement relative to the long wave

could be determined. The wave gauge static calibration curve obtained

during experiment three is shown in Figure 14. The figure shews the

calibrations obtained before and after the experiment. The DC shift

between the two is a result of electrical drift and water level change.

The final calibration was selected for use, although either would have

been satisfactory because the DC level is removed in the analysis.

Three local wind velocity profiles were made at reference wind

speeds of A. 4, 8.3, and 11.9 m/s. The leading tip of the Pitot-statlc

probe was located 71 cm upstream of the most forward portion of the

slope detector receiver, and traversed the v:rind section from about 1.0

to 54.0 cm above the still water level. A large diameter United Sensors

probe was used in conjunction with a type 1014A Datametrics electronic

manometer. The measurement transducer was a Barocel unit of 10 mm Hg

full scale range. The DC output of the manometer, representing the

local dynamic pressure, was electronically time averaged over a 20 s

interval to obtain a reliable estimate of its mean value. The wind
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6 T Wave Height (cm)

Figure 14. The wave gauge calibration for Experiment 3.
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section was completely enclosed from the fan to 1.2 ra upstream of the

local wind measurement. From that point and on downstream the tank top

was left open. Figure 15 shows the three velocity profiles obtained.

The friction velocity, U^., was calculated in the usual way from the

profile data by assuming that they have a logarithmic distribution with

height. This assumption seems reasonable based on data in the lower

levels shown in Figure 15.
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III.E. Experimental Conditions

Several experiments utilizing the laser-optical system were con-

ducted in the wind-wave tank. The data to be discussed presently were

all obtained in the nine tests of experiment number three (E3) . Each

test corresponded to a different set of conditions as detailed in

Table I, the experimental test conditions. The tests are numbered T13

through T21 and are completely identified as E3T13 through E3T21. The

basic long wave parameters of height and period were the same for each

test. To aid in comparison with results of other investigations, the

wind speeds are reported as reference value, local value at the measure-

ment site, and friction velocity value at the measurement site. For the

tests with reference wind speeds other than 4.4, 8.3, and 11.9 m/s the

local velocities were not measured, but were projected from those values

that were actually measured.

Prior to the start of the experiment, the wave tank walls and

bottom were cleaned. For five hours immediately before the experiment

the surface layer in the water was skimmed by an overflow weir. These

measures were designed to minimize surface contamination. During the

experiment, a light, oily film appeared on the water surface. The oil

source is unknown, but it must have been either leached from an accumu-

lation on the wave absorbing beach material or washed from the hydraulic

piston of the wavemaker. Since the formation of a surface slick was

anticipated, surface water was sampled during the experiment and the

surface tension measured with a ring tensiometer. Before the experiment

began the surface tension value was 68.8 dynes/cm. The water sample

obtained during the experiment indicated a surface tension value of

70.6 dynes/cm.
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Before testing began the laser-optical system and wave gauge were

installed in the wind-wave channel at a fetch of 7.3 m. The laser beam

was aligned with the vertical and the optical detector was aligned with

the laser beam, allowing the use of the calibration data obtained in the

optics laboratory. The wave gauge was calibrated by changing its posi-

tion along the vertical axis and by physically and electrically measur-

ing the changes.

After alignmant, warm up, and calibration the test was begun by

setting the long wave parameters. The mechanical, wave generator was

set in motion during the no wind condition in the wind-wave tank. The

wave form produced by the wave generator was specified at the input of

the mechanical-hydraulic system by a function generator. The input

function was a sinusoid. Thus, the wave period was set by control of

the period of the input sinusoid. The wave amplitude was varied by

control of the amplitude of the input sinusoid, and set according to the

direct measurement of its height in the wind-wave tank. The long wave

profile for all of the tests was a slightly irregular sinusoid of 2.0 s

period and 10.0 cm height.

The fan was then turned on to provide a wind field for the develop-

ment of the wind driven portion of the wave spectrum. The wind condition

was started at the lowest value and increased for each succeeding test

to the maximum. Each individual test required a minimum of 15 minutes

to complete. Five minutes were used for the recording of the data sig-

nals. The remainder of the time was allowed to permit the water motion

to reach a steady state at each wind speed.

The testing procedure was halted after approximately every hour to

check water level, surface condition, and instrument drift. In each
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case the laser beam was tur-.cid off and the instrument amplifier outputs

rezeroed for the no light condition. The DC drifts generally experi-

enced were within 40 mv, representing somewhat less than 5% of the full

scale slope.



III.F. Digital Data Acquisition and Reduction

The data signals were recorded in the FM mode on a Hewlett Packard

model 3960A instrumentation tape recorder. According to Hewlett Packard,

the tape deck and tape combination had a frequency response of to

312 Hz with a variation of less than +1.0 db within that range. The

signal to noise ratio was 45 db and the peak to peak flutter was 0.70%

of full scale.

The recorded data signals were sampled at a rate of 400 Hz without

prior filtering, and rerecorded in digital format on magnetic tape. The

three signals recorded for digital processing were the water surface

displacement, and the x-channel sum and difference outputs of the slope

detector. The three channels of data were sampled essentially at the

same instant to maintain their parallel relationship to one another in

time.

The digitized data were used in two different analysis schemes.

The first, to be discussed below, yields the experimental short wave

modulation figures. The second, to be discussed in Chapter VI, yields

the first order spectral parameters required to calculate modulation by

way of the Hamiltonian formulation of the problem.

The purpose of this analysis is to produce a stable estimate of

short wave slope intensity at selected regions of the long wave profile.

In doing this the technique of ensemble averaging is applied to specific

subsets of the set of data epics available.

For every test condition data from 133 cycles of the long wave are

available for data processing. For each of the long wave cycles the

positive going wave height zero crossing is located. Starting at each

zero crossing, the slope time series is divided into eight overlapping
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segments, as shown in Figure: 16. Each segment spans 200 data points and

overlaps 100 points of the previous segment. Each segment may be thought

of as an individual member of several different ensembles of data epics.

For example, two of the ensembles, those of every epic and of every

other epic, can be operated on to yield good estimates of the first

order spectrum of the short wave slope record. If the ensemble is taken

as being composed of all the segments appearing at the same phase loca-

tion of a long wave profile (for example, all segments numbered one in

Figure 16) it can be operated on to yield an estimate of the phase

averaged spectrum of the slope record. The phase averaged spectral

estimate calculated for each segment is assumed to be representative of

the "typical" spectrum associated with a point central to the segment on

any given long wave cycle.

The slope intensity spectrum for each data segment results through

the application of a Fast Fourier Transform (Robinson, 1967) routine.

Before Fourier transformation a cosine bell is applied to the first and

last 10% of the data points in each segment and 56 zero value points are

added to each segment. The FFT is then performed on the eight segments

in the long wave cycle. Without further smoothing the slope intensity

spectra are calculated for each of the transformed segments and retained

in memory for subsequent averaging with the 132 additional spectra to be

calculated that have the same phase relationship co the long wave height

signal.

The slope time series measured at the low wind speeds of 3.8 m/s to

5.9 m/s contain a slope component due to the long wave that appears to

be significant relative to the wind driven wave slopes. The low fre-

quency component appears as a trend in the segmented data. The lov?

resolution of the spectral calculation and the large amount of energy
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placed at low frequency by the trend create concern that the low fre-

quency energy may spread to the higher frequency portion of the spectrum.

To alleviate this difficulty the trend is removed by fitting a third

degree polynomial to the data of each time series segment and subtracting

it point by point from the original series. Figure 17 illustrates the

effect on the time series of the trend removal operation for a typical

segment of data. For low wind speeds the constructed polynomials fit

the observed trends very well. At higher wind speeds the polynomial fit

becomes erratic because it tends to follow the larger and longer period

excursions in slope related to the wind driven wave system. Figure 18

Illustrates the effect that trend removal has on the spectrum. For the

conditions considered the figure shows that the long wave energy did not

spread significantly into the high frequency region of most interest

(above 9 Hz). However, good practice and the cases where the high

frequency regions were affected to a greater extent dictated that the

trend removal routine be applied to the low wind speed data. At higher

wind speeds the low frequency trend assumes much less importance rela-

tive to the short wave slope values, so trend removal was not attempted

for reference wind speeds above 5.9 m/s.

Simply stated, the results of the analysis for each test condition

yield eight phase averaged slope spectral estimates, each attributed to

a phase location along the wave profile as in Figure 16. The 256 point

spectra have a frequency axis resolution of 1.56 Hz. The window func-

tion, W(j), has the value 1.0 for the central 160 points of actual slope

data in each segment and assumes the slope of half of a cosine bell for

the data points 1 to 20 and 181 to 200. The spectral intensity esti-

mates, Ij^(n).- for the k time series segments, X (j), of length, L, are

corrected for the reduction in energy due to the window by a formulation



Figure 17. Visualization of a typical trend removal sequence. Reference
wind speed: 4.9 m/s. Long wave: T = 2.0 s, H = 10.0 cm.
a) Appearance of the front face total slope time series

segment.
b) The corresponding trend by third degree poljmcmial fit.
c) Appearance of the high frequency slope time series after

trend removal.
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Figure 18. Phase averaged slope energy spectral estimate at the front
face of the long wave crest. Reference wind speed: 4.9 m/s.
Long wave: T = 2. s, H = 10. cm.
a) Without trend removal ,

b) With trend removal - - - -.
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suggested by Welch (1967) in his important paper on the FFT. The finite

Fourier transform of each of the k segments is given by

1
^-^

j=l

where L equals the 200 points of real data and i = v^. The estimate of

the energy spectrum for the k*^ segment is then given by

K(n)|
2

k
Ij^(n) = , (3-23)

where U is given as

L-1

) . (3-24)u = - y w^(j

Hence, the effect of the cosine tapered window to reduce the spectral

intensity values calculated by the FFT, as in equation (3-22), is

normalized out by dividing each spectral point by the mean square value

of the window, equation (3-24). For the computations here two windows

were utilized. The 200 point window described above has a mean square

value, U = 0.380. The 4064 point window to be described in Chapter VI

has a mean square value, U = 0.938.

The stability of the estimate based on the ensemble of 133 inde-

pendent sampled epics from a Gaussian process is specified in terms of

the number of equivalent degrees of freedom (EDF) of the approximating

chi-square distribution (Welch, 1967). For the short wave slope in-

tensity estimates described above we have

EDF = 266 . (3-25)

This value holds for ail but the end points of the spectrum, and implies

a very stable spectral prediction.



CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

IV. A. Time Series Data

The time series data displayed in Figures 19 through 25 illustrate

in a literal way the effects of the long wave motion on the short wave

field at the nine different reference wind speeds from 3.8 m/s to

10.1 m/s. For the four lowest Xv'ind speeds it is seen from Figures 19

and 20 that the slope of the long wave represents a large portion of the

total slope value measured at any instant. At a reference wind speed

slightly larger than 5.0 m/s the intensity of the wind waves increases

significantly. This is indicated in Figure 20, when the wind speed

increases from 4.9 m/s to 5.6 m/s, by the increase in peakedness of the

slope time series from parts a) to b)

.

At the reference wind speed of 5.6 m/s the effect of the presence

of the long wave on the short wave field becomes manifest in the short

wave time series. The resultant changes in the short wave field are

most clearly visible in Figures 20b through 23. The long wave - short

wave field interdependence results in two distinguishable effects on the

short wave field characterisLics. Firstly, if one thinks of a curve

lying, as an envelope along the outer eages of the slope time series,

containing the slope maxima and minima; it is clearly seen from Fig-

ures 20b through 23 that the envelope width is not constant and is in

fact related to the long wave phase. Secondly, the frequency range

83
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associated with the short wave field varies along the long wave profile.

This is illustrated quite clearly by the variation in raggedness of the

slope time series of Figures 20b througr 13 in relation to the long wave

profile. Both wind wave frequencies ana slope envelope widths reach

maximum values in the vicinity of the front face of the long waves.

When the reference wind speeds exceed 9 m/s, as they do for Figures 24

and 25, the frequency and envelope variations still occur but are not as

apparent because they are obscured by the generally high intensity and

broad frequency composition of the slope signal. By virtue of the

physical appearance of these long wave related variations in the slope

time series, it seems reasonable to designate them frequency and ampli-

tude modulations. That is, the short wave slope time series is modulated

in frequency and amplitude.
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IV. B. First Order Spectra

The total slope spectra, displayed in Figures 26 through 28 for the

nine different wind speeds, illustrate the effect of changing wind speed

on the wave field. All of the spectra show an increase in slope inten-

sity with increasing wind speed. It can be seen from the series of

spectra that the first and second harmonics of the long wave, appearing

at 0.977 and 1.465 Hz, respectively, suffer alteration at the higher

wind speeds, while the fundamental, which appears at 0.488 Hz, remains

unchanged by wind speed. The intensity level calculated for the first

harmonic increases slightly at the highest wind speeds. The second

harmonic intensity level decreases with increasing wind, so that by the

10.1 m/s wind speed it has been reduced to the level of the wind driven

portion of the spectrum.

It has already been noted that the time series indicate a somewhat

abrupt increase in the slope intensity for a reference speed in the

neighborhood of 5.0 m/s. A frequency by frequency comparison of the

spectra calculated for 4.9 m/s and 5.6 m/s wind speed (Figures 26 and

27, respectively) shows that there is a large increase in slope inten-

sity in the regions from 2.0 to 10.0 Hz and 20.0 to 60.0 Hz. The 2.0

and 10.0 Hz region shows the most striking increase.

The highest spectral level in the wind driven portion of the spec-

trum is reached in the frequency band at 3.22 Hz. Also in that region,

say from 2.0 tc 10.0 Hz, the spectra tend to develop a plateau region

where the spectral intensity does not vary greatly. In the middle range

of wind speed. Figure 27, a second plateau region begins to form in the

20.0 to 70.0 Hz region. As wind speed increases further. Figure 28, the
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Figure 26. Average total wave slope spectra for wind speeds 3.8 to
4.9 m/s. Long wave: T = 2.0 s, H = 10.0 cm.
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Reference Wind Speed

7.2 m/s

5.9 m/s
5.6 m/s

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 27. Average total wave slope spectra for wind speeds 5.6 to

7.2 m/s. Long wave: T = 2.0 s, H = 10.0 cm.
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Figure 28. Average total wave slope spectra for wind speeds 8.3 to
10.1 m/s. Long wave: T = 2.0 s, H = 10.0 cm.
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region between the two plateaus fills in, as a result of rising inten-

sities, and eliminates the second plateau.

Error bars shown at three positions in each of the Figures 26

through 28 indicate the variability of the estimates for a 90% confi-

dence interval.
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IV . C . Spectral Modulations

Modulation effects produced by the long wave are clearly detectable

in the short wave slope intensity spectra. For the spectrum to be a

good tool for quantifying the modulation, it is necessary to discrimi-

nate between the two modulation components - frequency and amplitude.

The overall changes in the shape of the short wave slope intensity

spectra, as a result of phase location along the long wave profile, are

illustrated at the two wind speeds of 4.9 m/s and 5.6 m/s in Figures 29

and 30, respectively. Note that the curve representing the intensity

calculated for the crest region is similar in shape to but located con-

siderably to the right of the curve representing the intensity calcu-

lated for the trough region.

If the frequency modulation of the variance elements that compose

the spectrum was quantified, it would be possible to identify the re-

mainder of the spectral variation related to the long wave as an ampli-

tude modulation of the intensity level within a selected variance element.

There are two ways to approximate the frequency modulation of the spec-

trum. The first is by a graphical calculation. This method is applied

by shifting the spectral plots, generated for each of the eight phase

point segments, along the frequency axis until the best match is found.

In Figure 29, for example, this would require shifting the solid line to

the left until it most accurately overlaid the dashed line. The indi-

cated frequency shift would be a measure of the relative advection

effect between the two phase locations being compared. No consideration

of the mean advection due to wind drift and inconsistent shifts related

to the irregularities in the spectral shape are weaknesses of this

method.



Figure 29. Phase averaged short wave slope spectra from the crest and
trough regions of the long v;ave profile for Experiment E3
and Test T15. Reference wind speed = 4.9 m/s. Long wave:
T = 2.0 s, H = 10.0 cm.

a) Calculated from the crest region.
b) - - - Calculated from the trough region.
c) ... Spectral density calculated for the crest

region after the removal of the frequency
advection shift predicted to occur between
the crest and trough locations.

The error bars indicated on the solid line apply to the
other lines as well and suggest the limits of the 90%
confidence interval.
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Figure 30. Phase averaged short wave slope spectra from the crest and
trough regions of the long wave profile for Experiment E3
and Test T16. Reference wind speed = 5.6 m/s. Long wave:
T = 2.0 s, H = 10.0 cm.
a) Calculated from the crest region.
b) - - - Calculated from the trough region.
c) ... Spectral density calculated for the crest

region after the removal of the frequency
advection shift predicted to occur between
the crest and trough locations.

The error bars indicated on the solid line apply to the
other lines as well and suggest the limits of the 90%
confidence interval.
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The second method of obtaining an approximation to the frequency

modulation is through the calculation of local frequency based on the

changing short wave phase speed, c (x) , corresponding to wavenumber,

k (x) , In what follows the subscript refers to quantities obtained

from the linear wave solution. The subscript, s, refers to the modified

local value of a quantity. The subscript I refers to a quantity associ-

ated with a long wave. For this formulation the long wave orbital

velocity is specified at the surface to first order by

U^(x) = a^o^ sin (k^x) . (4-1)

The wind drift velocity is assumed to be a constant value at the sur-

face, U, . The velocity of propagation of a short wave form to first

order in wave slope is given by the sum of the short wave phase veloc-

ity, c_, the long wave orbital component, U„(x), and the wind drift U ,

.

So we have

S^^) =
'^o

-^
'^d

^ \"i ^^" (\^> •
("^-2)

The local short wave wavenumber, k , can be approximated by use of the

second order radiation stress calculations of Longuet-Higgins and Stewart

(1960). For the long wave under consideration k is given by

kg(x) = kg + a^k^k^ sin (k^x) . (4-3)

The product of equations (4-2) and (4-3) then yields an expression for

the local short wave frequency, w (x) . The expression is

^
^^(^il°il^0>

^^"^
^^il^) ^ Vd -^ ^0V£\ ^i" ^\^>

'
^^-^>

through the order (a k ) . Retaining those terms of ordeir (a k ) ,

equation (4-4) becomes

03g(x) = coQ(k^) + kQ[Uj^(x) + U^] . (4-5)
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The dotted curves of Figures 29 and 30 represent the spectra calculated

at the long wave crests shifted in frequency location by the amount

indicated by equation (4-5). The expression (4-5) in practice used a

wind drift velocity estimated to be 3% of the reference wind speed

(Shemdin, 1972).

It was found that by retaining terms up through first order in long

wave slope that only a 4% change in the approximation resulted. This

fact, and the good results of Sinitsyn et al. (1973) x.n.th the linear

expression are felt to justify its use here as an approximation for the

frequency modulation. For the wind speeds of 3.8, 4.4, 4.9, 5.6, 8.3,

9.2, and 10.1 m/s the graphically and linearly calculated frequency

shifts were in substantial agreement. The tests with the wind speeds of

5.9 and 7.2 m/s exhibited shifts that may have been underestimated by

the linear calculation of equation (4-5). An additional graphical shift

almost as large as the calculated shift could have made the peaks and

very high frequency spectral values from the crest and trough segments

overlay.



Hi
iV . D . Amplitude Modulation of the Spectrum

Figures 31 and 32 illustrate for two tests at 4.9 and 5.6 m/s wind

speeds, respectively, the overall spectral variation that occurs along

the wave profile for the selected frequencies of 6.25, 9.38, 12.50, and

15.63 Hz. To construct Figures 31 and 32 the value of the spectral

density for the variance element represented by the indicated free wave

frequency is plotted at each of the eight phase locations along the wave

profile. These values are obtained by entering the phase averaged

estimates or the short wave spectrum, calculated at each of the eight

positions along the long wave profile, with the same frequency (for

example, 6.25 Kz), and reading the spectral density associated with that

variance element. The intensity excursions are large relative to the

mean intensity of a given variance element, and the peaks occur in the

region of the long wave crests. Figures 33 and 34 display results from

the same tests as Figures 31 and 32, respectively. Again the eight

spectral density values plotted for each indicated frequency come from

the phase averaged estimates of short wave intensity at one of the eight

long wave phase locations. However, in Figures 33 and 34 the advection

correction calculated by equation (4-5) has been applied to the free

wave frequencies indicated on the figures. Each of the phase averaged

estimates of the short wave intensity is then entered with a frequency

related to the free wave frequency selected, but adjusted for the local

advection effect. The spectral density associated with the resultant

frequency is recorded on the figures. The variation in intensity indi-

cated by these plots represents the amplitude modulation effect on the

short wave spectrum induced by the long wave. The figures show a trend

toward a significant reduction in modulation as frequency is increased.
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PHASE POSITION ALONG LONG WAVE PROFILE

Free Wave Frequency (Hz)

6.25

9.38

12.50

15.63

Figure 31. Example of the short wave energy modulation for selected
free wave frequencies from experiment E3 and test T15.
Advection is not considered. Reference wind speed
= 4.9 m/s. Long wave: T = 2.0 s, H= 10.0 cm.
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Free Wave Frequency (Hz)

6.25

9.33

12.50

15.63

Figure 32, Example of the short wave energy modulation for selected
free wave frequencies from experiment E3 and test T16.
Advection is not considered. Reference wind speed
= 5.6 m/s. Long wave: T = 2.0 s, H=10.0 cm.
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PHASE POSITION ALONG LONG WAVE PRORLE

Free Wave Frequency (Hz)

6.25

9.38

12.50
15.63

Figure 33. Example of the short wave energy modulation for selected

free wave frequencies from experiment E3 and test T15.

The advection correction is applied. Reference wind speed
= 4.9 m/s. Long wave: T = 2.0 s, H = 10.0 cm.
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Free Wave Frequency

6.25

9.38

12.50

15.63

Figure 34. Example of the short wave energy modulation for selected
free wave frequencies from experiment E3 and test T16.
The advection correction is applied. Reference wind speed
= 5.6 m/s. Long wave: T = 2.0 s, K=10.0 cm.
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a reduction in the actual energy excursion as frequency is increased,

and a small shift in peak location toward the crest front face when

compared to Figures 31 and 32.



CHAPTER V

THEORIES OF INTERACTION
BETWEEN SHORT WAVES AND LONG WAVES

In a wind generated sea the spectrum of waves is rather broad,

ranging in frequency from 0.05 to 50 Hz. The waves interact in a con-

tinuous manner across the spectrum as mentioned in Chapter II. B. 5. and

II. B. 6. Interactions between waves in noncontiguous frequency scales in

a spectrum, such as the interaction between capillary waves and long

gravity waves, are key issues in the energy transfer from wind to waves

and in the remote detection of waves. This type of interaction was not

discussed previously and is the focus cf discussion in this chapter.

A simplified approach used to deal with noncontiguous scales of

motion is to consider only two scales in which the large scale is

composed of a periodic wave with known frequency and wavenuruber. In an

approximation of chis sort one may consider the small scale waves (wind

sea) to be closely tied to the wind field. The small scale waves may be

considered either as a single, periodic wave (Longuet-Higgins and

Stewart, 1960) or a wind generated spectrum (Keller and Wright, 1975).

The small waves are modulated by the long wave, but are steady and

homogeneous in the mean. Models of such interactions are discussed in

what follows to develop a basis for evaluating the experimental results.

117
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V.A. The Two-Scale Model of Longuet-Higglns and Stewart

Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1960) considered the motion of two

interacting waves when no generation or decay is occurring, and the two

waves have significantly different scales. The boundary value problem,

described below, corresponds to two dimensional irrotational motion of

an inviscid, incompressible fluid of infinite depth. We have

U -^ V(|.(x,z,t) ,
(5-1)

V^(Kx,z,t) = , (5-2)

1 2
^^

gz + - |ur + — =0 at z = n , (5-3)

2 9t

and

V(fi(x,z,t) =0 at z = -o«
. (5-4)

The equations are perturbed in the usual manner and expanded in Taylor

series about the mean level, z = 0.

The first order problem is solved in the usual way, with the excep-

tion that the solution is taken to be the linear combination of two

progressive wave motions well separated from each other in frequency or

wavenumber scale. The solution is

rn ^1^1 ^1^
^^^^ = - -^^-^ e cos (k x -- at + 9 )

k

a.a k z

=-^ e cos (k„x - Ojt + e^) . (5-5)

k

As is customary with second order problems, the solution arises in part

from the driving action of the first order problem, which in this case

is represented by (|> . The total value of the surface elevation re-

sulting from the problem up through second order is given by
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^2 1 2
n = a^^ sm Xj_ a^k^ sin 2x^ + a.^ sin X2 a^k^ sin 2X2

- a^^a^Ck^ cos x^^ cos X2 " k^ sin \^ sin X2) , (5-6)

where

X. = k^x - a.t + e. .

Now invoking the conditions that the wave of wavenumber, k, , is of a

much smaller scale than the second wave, and that we want to see how the

second wave affects the wave of wavenumber, k^ ; the expression for n can

be reduced to

n = a^ sin x^iX + a^k^ sin X2) - a^^ cos Xj^Ca^k^^ cos X2) • (5-7)

This result can be interpreted as having amplitudes and wavenumbers for

the small scale wave that are modulated in response to the large wave

with phasej Xo* ^^e modulated amplitude is given by

^1 =^1(1+ ^2^2 ^^" ^2^ '
^^"^^

and the modulated wavenumber is given by

k^ = kj^d + a^k^ sin X2) • (5-9)

The effect the solution displays is that both the small scale wave

amplitude and wavenumber are tied at second order to the long wave

motion. Both factors vary in phase with the long wave surface dis-

placement.

Physically this result corresponds to a cyclic energy exchange

between the two wave motions due to the flow of the long wave working

against the radiation stress associated with the small scale motion

(Phillips, 1969). As the short waves move from the trough to the crest

of the long wave, the flux of energy is toward the short wave motion,

and its energy density increases due to that and flow convergence.

Traveling from long wave crest to trough, the short waves return energy
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through the radiation stress, to the long wave motion and spread their

energy due to flow divergence. The variation in short wave energy per

unit surface area for two waves traveling in the same direction is given

by

3

E = Eq[i + - a^k^ cos (k2X - a^tfj , (5-10)

where E_ is the energy density at the large scale wave zero crossing.

The action of radiation stress in the two-wave periodic model has

led to speculation concerning the effect of introducing external fluxes

of energy to the short wave. Phillips (1963) investigated the situation

when short waves approaching the long wave crest from the forward face

are forced to lose their energy through breaking, due to local steepen-

ing. At least some of the short wave steepening is a result of the con-

vergent flow field induced by the long wave. Then as the remaining

portion of the short wave proceeds down the rear face of the long wave,

the short wave's steepness is reduced due to flow divergence. Since the

short waves are so much smaller in that region, as a result of prior

breaking, a net flow of energy results from the long wave to the short

waves

.

Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1964) investigated the damping of the

long wave energy, due to the flux of energy from the long wave through

the radiation stress to capillary waves trapped on the front face of the

long wave. The capillary waves have no phase velocity relative to the

long wave, and their energy content exists in a steady state condition.

The wind and straining input of energy to them is balanced by the viscous

and breaking outflow of energy.

Longuet-Higgins (1969b) suggested that modulation of the short wave

by the radiation stress effect could lead to short wave energy loss at
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the long wave crest region. He assumed that the momentum lost there.

Am, wouJd correspond to a long wave energy gain of Am • U , where U is
L —

L

the peak long wave orbital velocity.

Hasselmann (1971) realized that in a two scale situation there is

coupling between the short and long waves due to a force arising from

the interaction stress and due to a surface mass transfer arising from

the gradient in the short wave mass flux. Hasselmann 's interaction

stress and Longuet-Higgins' s radiation stress are similar; the radiation

stress being related to the whole of the motion by the integration of

the interaction stress over the water depth. It turns out that in a

stationary, homogeneous wave field composed of two linear waves the

average energy input to the long wave due to the interaction stress is

almost exactly balanced by the short wave mass transport. The net

result of the coupling is a slight long wave attenuation.
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V.B. The Solution of the Two-Scale Wave Model by Direct Integration

of the Wave Energy Equation

One may start with the equation for the conservation of slope

energy of the small scale motion, 4'(tj;x,t), and arrive at a result dif-

fering from that of Longuet-Higgins if wind input and decay are included.

Equation (5-11) is derived from the hydrodynamic equations when two

scales of motion are present.

91' 9(Yn ) 9U— + — + Y* —^ = 3 H- - B ^H- . (5-11)

9t 9x 3x ^

The two scales are considered to be sinusoidal with wavenumbers k^ and

k . The variables in equation (5-11) are defined as
s

¥(a);x,t) = short wave slope energy density,

3 = short wave growth rate due to wind input,

3, = short wave energy loss rate due to viscosity and

turbulence,

U = total horizontal short wave energy propagation velocity
= U + U , + c ,

o d gs

U, = wind induced surface drift,
a

U = long wave orbital velocity,

Y = Longuet-Higgins' s strain factor,

and

c = short wave group velocity.
gs

Transforming the above equation to coordinates moving with the long wave

celerity, c , and assuming that ^ is stationary, we have
Li

9U a'F 3U

f—^+ (U„ - c.) — +Y^—^ = -(B„ - 6,) f . (5-12)

3x ^ ^ 9x 9x g <1

Rearranging (5-12) yields the integrable expression
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-(^ - ^.)

'^T
- ^L

dx
(1 + Y) 9U

(U^ - c^) 8x

dx (5-13)

where U and U^ are kno\m functions of x. The result of the integration
o i

IS

Y
X2 (1 + \/\ cos k^x^)

1 + Y

-2(3^ - e.)
-S ^

(*2 - *!>

^k^K^l-U^/Kj
(5-14)

\ (1 + \/\ cos k^x^)'
"^ ^

where

K, = U, + c - c-
1 d gs L

(|> = tan
-1 Vi - uj/4

tan
V]

1 + U^/K3_

and

4> = tan tan

1 + U^/K^

The first part of expression (5-14) yields a small sinusoidal

perturbation of the energy as x changes. The exponential factor yields

a continuous growth or decay in energy with x. K is always less than

zero. |U /K
I

is less than one. <|>, and ^^ represent the phase points

along the long wave profile, and by integration convention, (p^ > (J)^.

Therefore, at all positions along the long wave profile away from x^ a

steady growth in short wave energy is found when 3 > g,.
O

Equation (5-14) may be simplified in an interesting manner by

referencing the intensity of the small waves to its value at the long

wave zero crossing where cos (l^x,) = 0, and assuming a short gravity

wave where y = 1/2. The result becomes
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-2(B - 6 )

^1

1 cos krX^
2 U , + c - c^

d gs L

kVi - u./k:
L 1 LI

e

(5-15)

If growth and decay are ignored, and U, and c are neglected relative
Q gs

to c , the result reduces to that of Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1960)

^2 3 U

Y^ = 1 + - — cos k^x^ ,
(5-16)

^1 2 Cj^

where f is now the mean value of 'i'.

^1

Equation (5-15) predicts an intensity variation that is in phase

with the long wave horizontal orbital velocity, U cos Ic^x, but does not

include any energy source effects. Equation (5-15) predicts a different

sort of behavior that is controlled to a large extent by the expected

value of the quantity (B - B,). If (B - B,) was greater than zero, as
g d g d

one would expect, but much smaller than unity, the sinusoidal variation

would dominate and local energy maxima would occur in phase with the

long wave. This does not seem to be a useful result, as it is not

consistent with observation. If (B - 3,) was a large quantity, growth
g a

would be the dominant factor and the short wave energy would predomi-

nantly grow with increasing x. This also is not consistent with ob-

servation.

It should be noted that for the typical test condition used in this

study (a long v;ave of 10.0 cm height and 2.0 s period) the peak to peak

variation in "V predicted by equation (5-15) is only 20% of the mean

value. The measured variations have greater values for most of the

frequencies considered.
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V . C . The Solution of the Two-Scale Wave Model by Perturbation of the
Wave Energy Equation

To obtain a strong, cyclic variation in *f one perhaps must assume

that it is so, as Keller and Wright (1975) did, before the analysis.

The growth term, (B ~
^h^» then provides cyclic forcing to the problem,

rather than continuous forcing. The latter leads to the unrealistic

result of exponential growth over the large scale of motion.

A perturbation analysis may be pursued by considering the short

wave energy conservation equation derived from hydrodynamic theory for

two scales of motion. The equation may be conveniently considered in

terms of wa .e slope intensity, 'i'((i);x, t) ,

an* 3 9U— + — (W ) + Y'l'
—- = 6 "f - B,4' , (5-17)

3t 3x 3x ^

where the terms have the same meanings as in Section V.B. A complex

notation is specified so that U becomes^ o

Kk^x -at)
U = U,e ^ ^ . (5-18)
o L

The coordinate system is shifted to the frame moving at the long wave

phase speed, c , and V is considered steady but not homogeneous in the

new frame. Equation (5-17) becomes

3U 3^ 3U

* —^ + (U_ - c.) — + Yl'
—^ = -(3 - 6,) 4- . (5-19)

3x ^ ^ ax 3x g
a

All of the dependent variables except 'V are known. Expanding 4' in terms

of a perturbation parameter defined by long wave slope, e, and assuming

the mean spectrum, "V , to be a function of short wave frequency alone,

we have

* = 'i'^°^(co) + e^^-^hi^;x) + 0[e^] . (5-20)
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We also assume chat the change in ^ about its mean is related to the

long wave profile as

AT = e'i'^^^ = --[h(u3) + ig(co)j e

Perturbation of (5-19) and substitution for U yields

(5-21)

Lkj^Cl

U r-.^s /,^ -. i^x U, d[^^^^ + e'i'^^^ + ...] ik^:

+
^)_L(;(0) + ,,(1) + ..] e^ +-^ e^

U , + c 9[w(0) + ef(l) + ...]

dx

-^^- V [,(0)..s.(^)-H...] . (5-22)

The equation of order e is deduced from equation (5-22) to be

ik^d + Y) ^ ^^°^ 4^-1 U

ikj^ — (h(u) + ig(u))J

-(3^ - BJ U
(5-23)

where

c* = c + U ,

gs gs d

The real and imaginary component equations of (5-23) are solved to yield

the components, g and h, of the second order spectrum. They are

h(u)) =

- 1)
(5-24a)

and

-0^(1 -^ T) (B^ - ed>
^^'^'

g(u)) = "2
a'(c* /c, - 1)^ + (B„ - B,)~
L gs L g d

(5-2Ab)
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Calculation of the modulation predicted by this method proceeded by

the method described in the following section. The relative growth

factor, (B - B ,) , is defined as K^. It is seen from the equations

(5-24a) and (5-24b) that for the predicted peaks to occur on the forward

face of the long wave the value of K^ must be greater than zero. The

predictions compared with data are only reasonable in a limited range of

frequencies as will be discussed in the follov/ing chapters. It is

therefore seen that additional considerations are needed to develop a

theoretical prediction for acceptable comparisons with the modulation

data.
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V . D . The Modulation of Short Wave Spectra by Long Waves

To study the modulation of short waves by a coincident long wave

during active generation, the concept of two-scale motion must be

broadened beyond its use in earlier studies. The formulation should

include the input to the system due to the air flow and allow for higher

order energy exchanges within the wind generated spectrum of short

waves

.

Hasselmann (1968) first formulated the theory of weak wave inter-

actions in terms of a Hamiltonian coordinate system. The problem for-

mulation includes the Boltzmann transport equation and the Hamiltonian

equations. The Boltzmann transport equation is commonly applied in the

field of classical statistical mechanics to problems involving varia-

tions in a system from some steady state condition. See Appendix I for

the derivation of the Boltzmann equation. For the problem of the short

wave energy one can postulate a steady value existing over the large

scales of space and time in all frequency bands. In addition one sees

local variations from the steady value that are presumed to be cyclic in

nature.

The Hamiltonian formulation of a problem is a general approach in

which a process is specified through its momentum and generalized

coordinates in phase space. The axes of phase space are designated as

k and x., the wavenumber and generalized coordinate, respectively. The

process is represented in phase space by a distribution function, the

Hamiltonian. In this case the Hamiltonian is the wave slope spectral

density function. The Boltzmann transport equation describes the

evolution of the process along a path in phase space. In terms of waves

the path in phase space along which the process progresses in time is
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the path along which a wave packet moves with its prescribed group

velocity, c (Dorrestein, 1960). Along this line the wave dispersion

relation holds and the conservation of waves equation is valid.

For a distribution function of the form ^(k;x,t), the Boltzmann

equation can be written

Dt 3t

3x D'i'

3t dx

k,x

ak 94'

3t 3k

k.t

= S, (5-25)

x,t

where S_ represents the total effect of energy sources ard sinks. How-

ever, to apply the statistical mechanics concept to the present results,

it is necessary to write equation (5-25) in a form suitable for a

function that is a direct function of short wave frequency, cj. That is,

^[^(k ,x,t);x,t], the short wave slope spectral density is the variable

of interest. Consequently the derivatives in equation (5-25) are trans-

formed by the relationships

3t 3t

k ,x
s

3T 3a)

3ti) 3t

(JJ,X k ,x
s

(5-26)

31'

3x 3x

^s'^

34'

3(i)

OJ, t

3tj

3x

x,t
5

(5-27)

and

3T

3k 3oj

So)

3k

x,t
x,t

x,t

(5-28)

where u and k are short wave frequency and wavenumber, respectively.

Upon substitution equation (5-25) becomes
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Dt 9t

Cl>,X

av
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3t

3^

3oj

liifK X,t

dO)
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As already noted in equation (5-32), the dispersion relation is

modified by the underlying current, which is the sum of the wind drift

value, U , , and the local long wave horizontal orbital velocity, U . To

find a substitute for the dia/dt term in (5-39), the dispersion relation

is used in the foirm

<.(k^,x,t) =k^c^+k^[U^(x.t) +U^]
J

to yield

at
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The Boltzmann equation, (5-39), is further modified by the substitution

of equation (5-44), the introduction of a coordinate system moving with

the long wave celerity, c^^, and the assumption that the short wave slope

spectral density exists in a steady state condition. The result is

'^\ - %^

3t

84'

k ,x
s

94'

+ (c - c, )
—

2^ ^ ax

x,t U), t

3(U - c )

= BY - Y4' ~ + H(4',k )

3x
(5-45)

The equation is then perturbed in the parameter, e = U /c = a k^

.

i> i-t Li Li

The dependent variable expansions are

YCwjx.t) = 4'^°^(a)) + e;4'^^\w;x,t) + O(e^)

and

H(4'.kg) = H^°^ + eH^^\4^°\k^) + 0(e^

so that the equation (5-45) becomes

dV

3t

a(,(0) ^ ^^,(1) ^ ...)

k ,x
s

+ (c - c

J

gs L'

= 3(,(0) ^ ^^(1) ^

3b)

a(,(0) ^ ^^(1) ^

x,t

9x

a),t

) -,(/0) + e/^^ + ...)

3U

3x

+ (H^°^ + eH^^^ + ...) . (5-46)

The component equation in (5-46) of order, e , simply makes the

statement that if the process is steady state the energy flowing into a

component of the wave system from the wind is balanced by the wave-wave

energy outflow. That is.
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3,(0) . H^O) ^

where H is assumed to be that part of H representing nonlinear dis-

slpative mechanisms. H represents the equilibrium state of the

functional, H.

The component equation of order, e , contains the short wave -

long wave coupling. Equation (5-46) at first order in e becomes

,(0)
k 8U 81'

% 9t 8a)

c
gs

'^L

- 1

+ £

8x ^ . ^L
^"^

\ I^°\¥^°\k ,k') Y^^^Ck') dk' . (5-A7)
J s s s s

See Appendix II for the origin of the integral representation of the

nonlinear interaction appearing in equation (5-47). As the goal of this

study is to investigate the cyclic short wave slope intensity changes

with respect to the long wave, it seems reasonable to express the

spectral perturbation, 4* , as a direct function of the long wave
ik^x

profile, ri = a^e + * (Keller and Wright, 1975). The motion becomes

stationary in the mean, since the frame moves V7ith the long wave celer-

ity. The first order slope intensity spectrum, ^ , is written in

terms of spectral components in phase and in quadrature with the long

wave as

Ik^x
H'^-'^((j,x) = [h(cu) + ig(w)] e + * . (5-48)

The integral term in equation (5-47) is related to the spectral per-

turbation by the relaxation approximation discussed in Appendix II. The

result of the approximation is given as
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/ l(0)(y(0)^ /l\k' t) dk' = -(B + 6 ) H-^^^k .t) , (5-49)s s

where 6 is the relaxation rate coefficient. Substitution of U , "f^ \r o

their derivatives, and (5-49) into (5-47) yields (5-50) after cancella-

tion of e, U /c , and the exponential term. When the complex conjugate

equation is disregarded we have

ai*
(0)

-ik o^
s L

+ i

3u
\ -^- 1

c^

[h(cj) + lg(a))]

B
(0) ^^ " \^— [h(co) + ig(a))] - iYk^H'^''^ ^ [h(oj) 4- ig(uj)] (5-50)

This equation can be separated into its real and imaginary parts a:

RE: _i\ - 1

6

g(u)) = — h(u) -
(6 + B )

h(ai)

and

IM: Ir rr
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where K e a /P.. This solution is similar to that of Keller and Wright
Li X

(1975), the central difference being the presence of the derivative of

'i"^"^^ with respect to co rather than k .



CHAPTER VI

COMPARISON BEr.^EN EXPERIMENTAL
AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

VI. A. Determination of Spectral Modulation by the Modeling Methods

The predictions of the modulations are formulated from the two

analyses of Chapter V in the following way. The variation in the slope

spectral density, 4'((jj;x, t) , may be represented as

4'(w;x,t) = H-^^^o)) + A4'(cj;x,t) . (6-1)

Referring to the perturbation analyses of Chapter V, and realizing that

the long wave profile may be written as a cosine function since the

surface is a real quantity; the spectral density function may be rep-

resented by

H'(a);x,t) = V^^^Ll +m cos (k^x +6)] , (6-2)

where the approximation is correct through the first order in long wave

slope.

The quantity, mV , represents the amplitude of the excursions of

the spectral density away from its total mean value, t (j^) . The

coefficient, m, is defined as

1/2
U,

m :;

h(ia) ig(u))

+
^(0) ^(0)

+
,(0)

f
(0)

(6-3)

where i = /-I and h(w) and g(u)) are defined by equation (5-2A) for the

wave energy equation analysis and equations (5-51) and (5-52) for the

137
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Hamiltonian analysis. Calculation of h(a)) and g(ci)) yields predicted

values for slope intensity excursions.

The maximum intensity excursion, calculated or measured, is located

relative to the crest of the long wave by a phase angle, <)). The phase

angles resulting from the modulation calculations are given by

<j) = tan (6-4)

h(w)

The measured value of phase results from the analysis process described

in section III.F. The intensity calculations are located within data

segments that are each one-eighth the length of a long wave cycle.

Therefore, the maximiom uncertainty in the phase measurement is +22.5 .

The modeling methods of Chapter V require the first order spectral

quantities, ^ and 3t /Scj, located at the frequency corresponding to

the mean short wave frequency. This frequency is found to be the sum of

the selected free wave frequency and the shift in frequency due to the

homogeneous surface drift current. The mean frequencies are

0) (k ) = w_ + k (U (x) + U.) = 0)^ + k U , , (6-5)
mean s Oso d Osd

where the overbar implies averaging over one wave period and

(jj_ = free wave frequency (short wave),

k = short wave wavenumber,
s

U (x) = long wave horizontal orbital velocity.

and

Uj = wind induced surface drift,
d

The first order spectral quantities are obtained from the total

mean slope spectral density calculations by entering the tabulated

spectral results with the frequencies calculated by equation (6-5)

.
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The analysis scheme described in section III.F. looks at the data

in one long wave period and calculates slope spectral intensity at

eight phase locations along the long wave profile. This gives an esti-

mate of how the intensity within a variance element changes as a function

of phase location along the profile. The present analysis, for which

the details are given below, is intended to estimate with high resolution

and stability the first order slope spectral intensity (total average

spectrum) of the complete wave field for a given wind condition.

The slope data signal is operated on in segments of 4064 points,

representing approximately five long wave periods in time. Every seg-

ment, but the first, contains 2032 new data points concatenated with the

final 2032 points from the previous segment. The initial and final 10%

of each segment is shaped by the application of a cosine bell. The

central 3252 points are passed to the FFT routine unaltered. Thirty-two

additional zero valued points are appended to each segment before Fourier

transformation, so the resultant spectral resolution is 0.098 Hz on the

frequency axis. The data shaping through the application of the cosine

bell reduces the energy content of each data segment. The energy content

is restored, as described in section III.F., by division of the spectral

values by the mean square value of the sampling window. The 4064 point

sampling window described here has a mean square value of 0.938. First

order spectra are calculated for 57 segments in the manner described

above and averaged together to yield a spectral estimate of approxi-

mately 93 equivalent degrees of freedom according to Welch's (1967)

method.

The parameters from the first order spectra, 4'
, and ST V9uj,

required in the calculations of the energy excursions are obtained by

the following procedures. The value of 4* is calculated as the
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average of about six of the values from the first order spectrum at and

adjacent to the selected mean short wave frequency. The spectral slope,

3^ /9u), is calculated over a frequency band of approximately 2.0 Hz.

The point of interest is at the center of the band and the endpoints of

each band are represented by the average of six points at each end of

the band.

As a routine check of the spectral computations described above and

those described in section III.F., the first order values calculated by

the method above are compared to the spectra computed by averaging the

eight phase averaged results obtained for the earlier analysis. A

typical comparison is shown below each portion of the figure for two

sets of test conditions in Figure 37.
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VLB. Model Based on the Wave Enetgy Equation

The perturbation model based on the wave energy equation discussed

in section V.C., yields results like those compared to data in Fig-

ures 35 and 36 for wind speeds of 5.6 and 8.3 m/s, respectively. The

modulation value of the spectrum is defined to be one-half of the peak

to peak energy excursion found experimentally after removal of the

frequency modulation. These values are represented by the circled data

points. The calculated energy excursions are shown for two different

values of K, , the relative growth factor. The figures show agreement

between data and theory only for a very narrow frequency range around

9.5 Hz. The phase angles associated with each value of K^ are also

shown. The values of K^ were chosen to yield values of amplitude modu-

lation and phase that were v;ithin the realm of the data.
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Figure 35. Comparison for experiment E3 and test T16 between

the experimental modulation results and the theo-

retical prediction based on the hydrodynamic energy

equation with the cyclic perturbation. Reference
wind speed = 5.6 m/s. Long wave: T = 2.0 s,

H = 10.0 cm.
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Figure 36. Comparison for experiment E3 and test T19 between

the experimental modulation results and the theo-

retical prediction based on tha hydrodynamic energy

equation with the cyclic perturbation. Reference

wind speed = 8.3 m/s. Long wave: T = 2.0 s,

H = 10.0 cm.
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VI. C. Model Based on the Hamiltonian Formulation

The analysis based on the Hamiltonian formulation was discussed in

section V.D. It yields results of the form shown in Figure 37. Fig-

ure 37 displays the amplitude, phase, and shape of the modulation of the

short wave spectral density for the variance element centered at the

9.38 Hz free wave for the two wind speeds of 4.9 m/s and 5.6 m/s. The

measured modulations are based on the phase averaging routine. For

E3T15 and E3T16 the total mean spectral values come from five point

averages around the 9.38 Hz free wave convected by surface drift to

15.07 and 15.85 Hz, respectively. The primary contribution to these

data is from modulation of the nature of an amplitude modulation, the

frequency modulation having been removed. Note that the experimentally

determined modulation values do not produce a curve that has the shape

of a sinusoid. The predicted modulations shown were calculated by using

K values that yield good fits to the amplitudes of the energy excursions.

The figure shows that the phase angles between the long wave profile and

the predicted modulation curves are somewhat smaller than the experi-

mentally determined values. The predicted phase angles could be in-

creased by reducing the values of K used in the calculations. However,

this would sacrifice good amplitude agreement for only a small improve-

ment in phase prediction. For example, if K in the upper portion of

Figure 37 is reduced from 0.2 to 0.1 the phase increases only from 80

to 85 , while the energy excursion would be reduced by 50%. If K in the

lower portion of the figure were reduced from 0.3 to 0.2, the phase

would only increase from 75 to 80 , while the energy excursion would be

reduced by 29%. The major disagreement appearing between the experi-

mental and predicted modulations result from the use of a sinusoid to
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approximate the true modulation. All things considered. Figure 37 shows

good analytical agreement with the experimental values.

The results shovm in Figures 38 through 52 display in condensed

form all of the experimental amplitude modulations of this study and

comparisons with the analytical results based on the Hamiltonian formu-

lation. In these figures the frequency modulation has been removed.

Figures 38 through 45 illustrate the amplitude modulation of the short

wave slope spectral densities as a function of the free wave frequency.

The figures are divided into three portions, the value of K chosen for

the computation, which represents the relaxation rate, the phase angle

by which the modulation peak leads the long wave crest, and the modula-

tion amplitude of the slope spectral density. Each figure represents

the results for a given reference wind speed. The value of K was allowed

to vary for most of the test situations in order to determine the range

that was necessary to make the prediction conform to the experimental

amplitude modulation of the slope spectral density reasonably well,

without forcing the corresponding phase prediction to unreasonable

values. In general the amplitude modulation values could be predicted

exactly, while the predicted phase angles were smaller than the experi-

mental values. The dotted lines of these figures refer to calculations

made with a variable K, the values of K being shown in the upper portion

of the figures. Most of the data can be fit well with K values ranging

from 0.2 to 2.0, which corresponds to relaxation coefficient values of

15.7 and 1.57, respectively. The data point at a 5.00 Hz free wave

frequency was consistently poorly predicted.

The modulation prediction values corresponding to the dashed lines

of Figures 38 through 45 were calculated based on a constant value of K,

which was chosen to be 0.5. Tlie value was selected as a logical midpoint
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based on the range of K needed to fit the data- After the fixed value

of K was decided on, the curves for variable K were no longer drawn (as

in Figures 43 through 45). When K is held constant the phase angle does

not vary. The predictions of the modulation amplitude are not as close

to the data as for the variable K case. Generally, the prediction

occupies the same region as the data and exhibits the same trend, but

does not agree as well in amplitude or phase as the variable K curve.

The peaks in the constant K prediction curves of Figures 38 through

45 seem to be directly related to the formation of "plateau" regions in

the spectra of Figures 26 through 28. At low wind speeds the first

order spectral shape drops off gently as frequency increases. As the

wind speed increases, one of the first spectral changes noticed is the

formation of a plateau in the region from 2.0 to 10.0 Hz. The slope

spectral density becomes more uniform within that frequency band. The

relatively large increase in intensity in this band leads to the devel-

opment of a steep edge on the high frequency end of the plateau. This

condition leads to the calculation of relatively large predicted inten-

sity excursions in the 9.0 to 10.0 Hz free wave frequency region. Then

with further increases in wind speed the plateau becomes narrower and

the large spectral slope values occur at lower frequencies, causing the

peak in the modulation prediction to shift to lower frequencies. In

test E3T16 at a reference wind speed of 5.6 m/s a second plateau region

begins to form. Again the relatively large increase in spectral level

leads to larger spectral slopes, and a second peak in the modulation

prediction in the neighborhood of the 15.63 Hz free wave. At wind

speeds above 7.2 m/s the regions of the spectra that were lagging behind

the plateau regions begin to rise and fill in the spectral shape to a
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smooth drop off toward the higher frequencies. This has the effect of

smoothing out the modulation prediction curve.

The predicted modulations for the reference wind speed of 9.2 m/s

shown in Figure -^A do not agree well .vith the data and can serve well to

illustrate a weakness in the predict i.m procedure. The original predic-

tion curve, represented by the dashed line, is based on K = 0.5 and lies

concave upward in the figure. The first order spectral parameters

required for its construction were calculated by computer from the first

order spectrum by the usual method. That is, for the frequency under

consideration the spectral value was taken as the seven point average of

the seven values located about that frequency, and the spectral slope is

the spectral difference calculated by seven point averages centered

0.98 Hz on either side of the frequency of interest divided by the

change in radian frequency between these two points. The second predic-

tion curve, represented by a dashed-dotted line, is based on K = 0.5 and

lies concave downward in the figure. The difference between the curves

is that the second prediction is based on a spectral slope calculated by

five point averages centered 0.59 Hz on either side of the frequency of

Interest. The prediction method is clearly very sensitive to the value

of spectral slope, and thereby to the method of its calculation.

Figures 46 through 52 compare the measured and calculated modula-

tion amplitudes as a function of wind speed. Each figure applies to a

selected free wave frequency. The dotted lines refer to the calculation

for which K was allowed to assume a new value for any selected frequency

and wind speed. The results are displayed for those tests for which

they were calculated. These figures show in another form the accuracy
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Figure 38. Magnitudes and phases of the short wave slope energy
amplitude modulation for the conditions of experiment
E3 and test T14. Reference wind speed = 4.A m/s.
Long wave: T = 2. s, H = 10. cm.

Experimentally determined values.
Spectra] prediction with K = 0.5.

.... Spectral prediction with the values of K
indicated in the uppermost part of the
figure.
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Figure 39. Magnitudes and phases of the short wave slope energy
amplitude modulation for the conditions of experiment
E3 and test T15. Reference wind speed =4.9 m/s.
Long wave: T = 2. s, H = 10. cm.

Experimentally determined values.
- Spectral prediction with K = 0.5.

.... Spectral prediction with the values of K
indicated in the uppermost part of the
figure.
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Figure 40. Magnitudes and phases of the short wave slope energy
amplitude modulation for the conditions of experiment
E3 and test T16. Reference wind speed =5.6 m/s.
Long wave: T = 2. s, H ^ 10. cm.

Experimentally determined values.
- - - - Spectral prediction with K = 0.5.
.... Spectral prediction with the values of K

indicated in the uppermost part of the
figure.
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Figure 41. Magnitudes and phases of the short wave slope energy
amplitude modulation for the conditions of experiment
E3 and test T17. Reference wind speed =5.9 m/s.
Long wave: T = 2.0 s, H = 10,0 cm.

Experimentally determined values.
- - - - Spectral prediction with K = 0.5.
.... Spectral prediction with the values of K

indicated in the uppermost part of the
figure.
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Figure 42. Magnitudes and phases of the short wave slope energy
amplitude modulation for the conditions of experiment
E3 and test T18. Reference wind speed = 7.2 m/s.
Long wave: T = 2.0 s, H = 10.0 cm.

Experimentally determined values.
- - - - Spectral prediction with K = 0.5.
.... Spectral prediction with the values of K

indicated in the uppermost part of the
figure.
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Figure A3. Magnitudes and phases of the short wave slope energy
amplitude modulation for the conditions of experiment
E3 and test T19. Reference wind speed = 8.3 m/s.
Long wave: T = 2,0 s, H = 10.0 cm.

Experimentally determined values.
- - - - Spectral prediction with K = 0.5.
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Figure 44. Magnitudes and phases of the short wave slope energy
amplitude modulation for the conditions of experiment
E3 and test 120. Reference wind speed =9.2 m/s.
Long wave: T = 2.0 s, H = 10. cm.

Experimentally determined values.
- - - - Spectral prediction with K = 0.5.

Spectral prediction with K = 0.5, but utilizing
an alternate method of finding the first order
spectral slope as described in the text.
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Figure 45. Magnitudes and phases of the short wave slope energy
amplitude modulation for the conditions of experiment
E3 and t.3st T21, Reference wind speed = 10.1 m/s.
Long wave: T = 2.0 s, H = 10.0 cm.

Experimentally determined values.
- - - - Spectral prediction with K = 0.5.
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Figure 46. Magnitudes and phases of the short wave slope energy ampli-
tude modulation for the free wave frequency of 5.00 Hz.

Experimentally determined values.
- - - - Spectral prediction with K = 0.

5

.... Spectral prediction with the values of K indicated
in the uppermost part of the figure.
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Figure 47. Magnitudes and phases of the short wave slope energy ampli-
tude modulation for the free wave frequency of 6.25 Hz.

Experimentally determined values.
----- Spectral prediction with K = 0.5
.... Spectral prediction with the values of K indicated

in the uppermost part of the figure.
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Figure 48. Magnitudes and phases of the short wave slope energy ampli-
tude modulation for the free wave frequency of 9.38 Hz.

Experimentally determined values.
- - - - Spectral prediction with K = 0.5
.... Spectral prediction with the values of K indicated

in the uppermost part of the figure.
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Figure 49. Magnitudes and phases of the short wave slope energy ampli-
tude modulation for the free wave frequency of 10.00 Hz.

ExperL-nentally determined values.
Spectral prediction with K = 0.5

.... Spectral prediction with the values of K indicated
in the uppermost part of the figure.
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Figure 50. Magnitudes and phases of the short wave slope energy ampli-
tude modulation for the free wave frequency of 12.50 Hz.

Experimentally determined values.
- Spectral prediction with K = 0.5

.... Spectral prediction with the values of K indicated
ir; the uppermost part of the figure.
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Figure 51. Magnitudes and phases of the short wave slope energy ampli-
tude modulation for the free wave frequency of 15.63 Hz.

Experimentally determined values.
Spectral prediction with K = 0.5

.... Spectral prediction with the values of K indicated
in the uppermost part of the figure.
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Figure 52. Magnitudes and phases of the short wave slope energy ampli-
tude modulation for the free wave frequency of 20.00 Hz.

Experimentally determined values.
- - - - Spectral prediction with K = 0.5
.... Spectral prediction with the values of K indicated

in the uppermost part of the figure.
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of the prediction calculation and the relative iiuprovenient when K is

variable. As before the poorest agreement is for the 5.00 Hz free wave.



CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

The test information contained in this report applies to the free

wave frequency range of 5.0 to 20.0 Hz, and a reference wind speed range

of 4.4 to 10,1 m/s. Within these experimental bounds the short wave

slope energy exhibits a cyclic variation along the long wave profile

that is related to the long wave profile. The observed variation is

separable conceptually and practically into effects having two origins.

The energy density variations result from the combined effect of the

short wave frequency variation created by nonuniform short wave energy

advection by the long wave orbital velocity, and the variation of the

energy content for a short wave component brought about by straining

against the long wave orbital flow and the subsequent relaxation through

wave-wave interaction toward the mean energy content. Based on the form

of the observed behavior it seems reasonable to refer to the spectral

energy variation and its constituents relating to the long wave profile

as modulations.

The frequency modulation of the short waves, although complicated

by the amplitude modulation and the uncertainties in the local wind

drift and long wave orbital velocity, is successfully described by the

consideration of the linear advection effect. This is especially re-

markable when one considers that the spectral computations come from a

finite region of observation and are only assumed in a mean sense to be

representative of a point where the linear correction is specified.

180
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This study could be profitably tixtended through accurate quantification

of the local surface water velocity.

The frequency modulation is found to be an in casing function of

free wave frequency. The mean frequency shift varies from 40% to 126%

of the free wave frequency, increasing with free wave frequency and

reference wind speed. The peak to peak variation about the mean con-

vected frequency is 58% of that frequency for all wind speeds.

The amplitude of the wave slope energy modulation is considered

after compensating for the frequency modulation based on surface veloc-

ity. The peak to peak intensity excursion of a variance element in the

wave slope spectrum due to the amplitude modulation effect is commonly

100% of the mean value of the intensity. The magnitude of the excur-

sions become smaller as short wave frequency increases, and larger as

wind speed increases. The experimentally determined phase relationship

between the long wave profile and the intensity variation of a short

wave variance element falls between 45 and 180 with the intensity

modulation leading. There is only a slight trend toward larger phase

angles with increasing wind speed.

No hydrodynamic theory has been found that is capable of predicting

the modulation values found experimentally. The theory in a Hamiltonian

formulation does a considerably better job of prediction. In the theory

the value of the parameter, K, the ratio of long wave radian frequency

to the relaxation coefficient, may be held constant or allowed to vary

to predict modulation behavior. By either approach the prediction lies

in the region of the experimentally determined values. In general the

theory can be made to conform quite accurately to the experimental

values of modulation amplitude if K is allowed to vary. In addition, by
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doing sc c .ft predicted phase angle is usually moved toward the experi-

mental value. Present results indicate that the minimum values of K are

required in the vicinity of 9 Hz and that they increase on either side

of this minimum. Further detailed study that includes long wave steep-

ness changes may indicate consistent trends in K values that would allow

it to be functionally described in terms of wind speed, short wave

frequency, and long wave parameters.

The analysis in the Hamiltonian formulation is extremely sensitive

to the magnitude of 9^" /8cli, derived from the first order spectrum. To

develop more confidence in the general utility of the prediction by the

Hamiltonian formulation of the amplitude modulation, the calculation of

3^ /9cj should be the focus of an investigation designed to indicate

the method by which the most reliable estimate of it can be obtained.



APPENDIX I

THE BOLTZMANN TRANSPORT EQUATION

The Hamiltonian formulation of a problem is a general approach in

which a system is specified through its momentum and generalized co-

ordinates. The m generalized coordinates, q , specify the position

vector, r., in cartesian space. The conversion is
-J

r = r (q^,q2, •'•\) • (I-l)

The problem is formulated in phase space where for each m degrees of

freedom of a mechanical system there are 2m quantities required to

specify its motion. Phase space is made up of m pairs of axes, the

coordinates, q., and the associated momenta, p.. A point, passing

through the phase space representing the motion of a system in physical

space, is then completely specified by 2m vectors.

The Lagrangian function, L, is necessary for use in the definition

of the Hamiltonian function. The Lagrangian is defined as (McCuskey,

1959)

L = T - V , (1-2)

where T is the kinetic energy and V the potential energy of the system

under study. In terms of generalized coordinates we have

L = L(q^,q^,t) . (i = l,m) (1-3)

The generalized momentum, p., to be associated with the coordinate, q.,

Is defined as

3L

p. = . (i - l,m) (1-4)

183 •
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The potential field, V, in this case is assumed to contain no variations

in either physical space or phase space. Hence

3L 3T

Sq^ Sq^
(1-5)

where T is a quadratic function of the generalized velocities. From

(I-l) we find

m m
3r ^ 3r.—^ Aq. and Af^ = > —1 q.Ar = Y -^ Aq and Ar = > -^ q . (1-6)

i=l ^^i fci ^^i

Then by definition of the kinetic energy and substitution of (1-6) we

are able to find the expression for the total kinetic energy of a system

of n particles in terns of generalized velocities. It is given by

n , n r"m m

j=i ^ j=l [k=l i=l

Changing the order of summation, we have

3r. 3r,
11

M^ 9qi

Vi (1-7)

m m

'iZZI".
k=l i=l j=l

3r. 3r.

^\ 9qi

qi q- (1-8)

Finally, the bracket can be written as a coefficient, a,,, which does
ki

not depend on the velocities, and we have

m m
1 *" "*

\i ^k^i (1-9)

k=l i=l

We find the expression for the generalized momentum from (1-4), (1-5),

and (1-9). They yield

m

Pi '^ Z ^i ^k
k=l

(1 = l,m) (I-IO)
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Hamilton replaced the Lagraiigian function with a function now called the

Hamiltonian and defined as

n

H(Pj^,q^,t) = Y p^q^ - LCq^.q^.t) , d-ii)

i=l

where H is not explicitly a function of q .
, since p. can be solved for

q from the set of equations (I-IO). The differential H then becomes

n ID m . ra

r- ^ ^ 9L ^ 3L 3L
dH = 2_ ^Si ^ Z ^i^Pi - Z — '^^i

- Z — ^^i -
--

'' •

i=i fci fci ^^i i=i ^^i
^t

(1-12)

From the definition of p .
, equation (1-4), the first and fourth terms

above cancel. From equation (I-ll) we have the following

9H 3H 8L 3H 9L
= q^, = = -p^, — =

. (1-13)
9p, 3q. 9q. 9t 9t

Using (1-13) we can rewrite (1-12) as

yoH ^^ 9H 3H
dp, + ) dq. + — dt , (I-IA)

t on ^^ on on
H = ^ dp^ -H ^ — dq . -h -

J
—

-, 9pj j~~; oq^ ot
i=i -^Pi i=i ^^i

and we can write

dH ,^ 9H ^ 9H 9H

-=> — p +) — q. +-
^' h ^Pi fel ^^i

''

(1-15)

The meaning of the Hamiltonian can be found easily for this case. The

summation term in equation (I-ll) can be written in a different form

using equations (1-4) and (1-5) as

^ ^ 9L ™ 9T

1=1 i=l ^*^i i=l ^''i

(1-16)
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T is a homogeneous function of degree two in generalized velocity. So

by Kuler's theorem for homogeneous functions (Wylie, 1966) it is known

that

Y q. = 2T . (1-17)

Thus H is shown to be the total energy of the system expressed in the

coordinates of phase space. From (I-ll) we arrive at

H = 2T - (T - V) - T + V = E . (1-18)

Equation (1-15) becomes

dE 3E 3E 3E

P, +— 4.+— .
(1-19)

dt 3p^ Sq^^ 3t

making use of the tensor summation convention. The variable, q , is

clearly the velocity of propagation of the energy, E, in the dimension

of the generalized coordinates. Hasselmann used the wavenumbers, k,,

rather than the momenta, to complete each of the phase planes in phase

space. For wave motion this arises logically in the following way. The

momentum is given as a function of the total orbital velocity, m|U |.

From linear wave theory we have ni|u.| = mack., which is the momentum

associated with a wave packet specified by k.. Therefore, p. = f(k.).

The equation for the Lagrangian change in the wave energy resulting from

external factors, S, is given by

dE 3E . 3E 3E
= k. + q. + =S , (1-20)

dt 3k. ^ 3q, ^ 3t
1 i

and is known as the Boltzmann transport equation.

To go along with this equation there are two geometrical equations

of motion which apply to any kind of wave motion, and were used for
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surface waves by Ursell (196C) and IiThitliain (1960). The equations are

called the Hamiltonian equations and are

q^ w(q,k) , (1-21)
ak^

and

3(0

3q

k, = (q,k) . (1-22)

Dorrestein (1960) pointed out the analogy between equation (1-20)

that specifies the evolution of the wave spectral energy and Liouville's

theorem. Rather than dealing with a single physical particle that has a

single representative point associated with it, Liouville's theorem

deals with a continuum of representative points. Liouville defined a

number density function, p(p,q,t), that gives the number of represen-

tative points in an elemental area of a phase plane. By performing a

simple balance type of analysis on an elemental area dp • dq in the

phase plane, the following continuity equation results. The conser-

vation of number is

ap 8p dp— +p — +q — =0 . (1-23)

at 3p 3q

This fundamental law in classical statistical mechanics states that In

phase space the density of a continuum of points remains constant as we

follow any point. The wave analogy is that any spectral energy density

function for a wave system in wavenumber space remains constant, as we

follow any wave group. Of course, the addition of source terms, S, to

the balance means that the material change in the spectral energy den-

sity need no longer be zero.



APPENDIX II

THE WAVE-WAVE INTEP-ACTION INTEGRAL

If the multiple wave hydrodynamic boundary value problem is expanded

in a perturbation analysis, it is found that at high order the energy

term may become nonstationary, resulting in an energy flux among spec-

tral components. If the problem expansion in wave slope goes as

then the energy expansion goes as

E = EE2 + e"^E^ + e^E^ + ... , (II-2)

Valenzuela and Laing (1972) found that in a gravity-capillary wave

system, a resonant interaction could occur at second order in the energy

spectrum. The nonstationarity occurs in E,, requiring a third order

analysis in wave slope for evaluation. The nonlinear source term re-

quired in the Boltzmann transport equation is written in Valenzuela 's

(1975) shorthand notation as

H
-JJ

T^(k^,k2,k3) (.3^^y2 -
'^Z^^S " "l^2^3>

—00

CB

.6(.3 - .2 - 0.^) dk^_^dky_^ + iJJ T2(k^,k3,k2)

•(u 'P ¥„ - w,4'.,¥- + 0), ¥,,¥_) 6(aj- - w_ + cj,) dk dk . (II-3)
i i. ^ zlj lz3 3 2 1 x^y^

The subscripts on the energy spectra refer to the wavenumber at which

the value is to be taken from the spectrum. The functions, T, are the
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coupling coefficients given in Valenzuela and Laing (1972) . The Dirac

delta func- .ns limit the contributions from the integrals to the condi-

tions when rhe proper relationships among the wavenumbers and frequencies

exist. The first integral term contributes to H when k_ = k + k- and

0) = 0) + u) . The second integral term contributes when k. = k^ - k^^

and oj = ijo - 0) .

As in the Boltzmann transport equation, the energy spectrum is

perturbed

^^ = 4,(0) + £4,(1) + o(eh ,
(11-^)

where e is the long wave slope. The resulting equation of order e which

evolves from equation (II-3) is

- »^(*^""l'<^' + v'^'t^^')] 6(0.3 " "2 " "1* '^"x
"""y

—00

+ lu^Cw^^^^^^ + 4-^°^^ ^)] 6(0)3 "
""l

"^
'"P ^^x '^\ •

^^^"^^

Collect the terms of (II-5) into groupings based on first order terms.

The factors with the superscript + are for the condition, k^ = k^ + k^,

and the superscript - refers to the condition, k_ = k^ - k^. The result

is
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= |(.{^)[v.,.v^r-wf'h(1) . 11 I ,(l)[T.(a3. 4- .,) .$°> - T,.,f(°) + ZT^Cco^ - ^ ^f^

(0)

+ 2T2vf
^"] - i^^\\-A'^ + T^.^.f>]

+ T^^^ [-2T2(^2'i';[°^ + 2T2'^^"i'2°^]ldk^ dk^ .
(II-6)

From equation (II-6) arises the shorthand integral notation used in the

body of this paper. By comparison to (11-6) we have the form

H^^^k3) = J I^°\^^^\k2,k^) /^^k^) dk^ . (II-7)

^1

The value of this integral is not readily obtained. Keller and

Wright (1975) proposed that a relaxation approximation be used to rep-

resent the behavior of the H term. The term relaxation, refers to

the response of a dynamical system to a time varying input, analogous to

the decay response of a system to an impulsive input. In this case a

sinusoidal excitation, due to straining, is presumed. The foregoing

leads to the assumption that the spectral form, when driven away from

the equilibrium form by an external force, will return to equilibrium at

a rate proportional to the difference between the existing spectral

amplitude and the equilibrium value. If left unexcitad in time the

value of T will go toward zero, and a logical form for T (k~,t)

becomes

— 6 t

H'^^\k3,t) = [¥^^^k3)]^^ e
""

, (II-8)
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where B^ gives the rate at which relaxation occurs, and is called the

relaxation constant.

Examining the order e component of the Boltzmann equation for the

condition when no underlying current is allowed and V has no spatial

variations, it becomes

i^^^\k^,t)
rlL=a^ah^. ., ^ r t(O).JO) ,, ,, , ^(1)= B4'^-'^k3,t) +

J
I^"^T^^\k2,k^) f^^^k^,t) dk^

(II-9)

Therefore, under these conditions the interaction integral may be writ-

ten as

J
I^°^f^°\k2,k^) f^^^k^,t) dk^ = -(B+ B^) 4'^^^(k3,t) .

(11-10)

Through the relaxation assumption, the interaction is tied directly to

the wind input. The size of 6 relative to B determines the closeness

of this tie.
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